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User space software allows developers to customize applications beyond the limits of the privileged operating system. In this dissertation, we extend this concept to the hardware in the system,
providing applications with the ability to define secure hardware; effectively enabling hardware to
be treated as a user space resource. This addresses a significant challenge facing industry today,
which has an increasing need for secure hardware. With the ever increasing leaks of private data,
increasing use of a variety of computing platforms controlled by third parties, and increasing sophistication of attacks, secure hardware, now more than ever, is needed to provide protections we
need. However, the current ecosystem of secure hardware is fractured and limited. Developers are
left with few choices of platforms to implement their applications and oftentimes the choices dont
fully meet their needs. Instead of relying on manufacturers to make the correct design decisions
and ensuring that these platforms are implemented correctly, we enable applications to define the
exact secure hardware that it needs to protect itself and its data.
This vision leverages the emergence of programmable hardware, specifically FPGAs, to serve
as the basis of user space secure hardware. The challenges of this, however, are that (i) sharing of
FPGA resources among multiple applications is not currently practical, and (ii) the reprogrammability of FPGAs compromises the security properties of secure hardware. We address these challenges by introducing two systems, Cloud RTR and Software Defined Secure Hardware, which
individually solve each challenge, and then combine these solutions together to realize the complete vision. Cloud RTR solves the first challenge by leveraging cloud compilation to allow for an
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FPGA to be shared between applications, making hardware into a user space resource. SDSHW
solves the second challenge by introducing a self-provisioning system that allows for an FPGA
to provisioned into a secure state, allowing for secure hardware to be run in an FPGA. We then
combine these two systems to implement the user space hardware provided by Cloud RTR on the
secure platform provided by SDSHW, which provides our vision of user space secure hardware.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this dissertation, we propose the creation of a new application resource: user space secure
hardware. User space secure hardware allows software to include custom hardware modules that
are executed with the same properties as hardware implemented in silicon. We define these properties as fixed functionality and fixed isolation, meaning that any such hardware module is fixed to
provide only the functionality that it was designed to perform without interference or observation.
These properties are the fundamental motivation for implementing secure systems in hardware,
derived from the fact that hardware systems are “fixed” when they are manufactured, meaning that
their functionality cannot be changed. By exposing these properties to user space programs, hardware implementations can be provided directly by software to provide custom security features,
and these features will still have the same protections as if they were manufactured directly in
silicon.
Secure Hardware Advantages and Disadvantages
We need secure hardware because many security applications can only be implemented with
the properties provided by a silicon implementation. This is because these isolation and functionality properties cannot be provided completely by software, as the functionality of software
can, by definition, be changed. Once manufactured, the functionality of silicon cannot be altered.
As such, this functionality can be implemented to provide a security primitive, such as secure
1

key storage or isolated computation. Because the only way to access these features is through
the API (application programming interface) that the hardware exposes, the security the hardware
provides is enforced by the immutability of the hardware; this API cannot be changed since it is
implemented as silicon. These properties have been used to implement various secure systems, including brute-force resistant user data encryption [1], authenticated data feed systems [2], scalable
blockchain transactions [3], and have the promise to address many of the security challenges of
cloud computing [4].
Use of hardware systems does not come without problems, though. Hardware implementations
are as prone to implementation flaws as software, but due to the immutability of a hardware implementation, these flaws are much more difficult to fix. More problematic is the fact that there are
few different implementations of secure hardware systems, so the set of hardware features of one
platform is not likely to be supported by another. Therefore, it is likely that there is not a single
platform that supports all of the hardware features an application needs, and if a flaw is discovered
in an existing platform, moving to another means sacrificing functionality.
Problems Caused by Inflexible Feature Sets
This lack of feature sets is a problem for application development, because it locks developers
to both a certain silicon manufacturer and certain system implementations from that manufacturer.
There are some cases where flaws can be addressed or new features enabled in released devices,
such as by changing system firmware or CPU microcode, but developers rely on manufacturers
to make these changes. However, there remains a fundamental limit to these systems: the actual
functionality of the silicon cannot be changed. This leaves the developer the choice of either
accepting flaws until new hardware is released or looking for a different platform that may not
exist.
Our Vision of User Space Secure Hardware
For these reasons we propose user space secure hardware. We ask the question: what if applications could implement their own hardware? Having such a capability would put the design
2

decisions of which features to implement in hardware into the hands of developers. Our vision is
for applications to be able to include their own hardware that can be launched with the same properties as physical secure hardware, essentially making secure hardware into a user space resource.
Leverage FPGA Technologies
Our vision requires that the hardware can be reprogrammed, meaning that new hardware could
be loaded without the manufacture of new silicon. Fortunately, technology exists that provides this
capability in the form of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), which are systems that implement reprogrammable hardware. Importantly, FPGAs are no longer special purpose devices that
only a few can access. Reprogrammable hardware (i.e., FPGAs) is starting to become pervasive
in computing platforms. For example, Amazon AWS offers instances which allow developers to
program FPGAs [5]. FPGAs also have a promising future in Microsoft data centers [6, 7, 8, 9],
and in embedded systems such as self-driving cars [10] and mobile phones [11, 12]. In general,
using FPGAs is desirable for certain classes of applications, as FPGA implementations of these
applications can achieve near-silicon like performance and high degrees of parallelization, and are
often used for machine learning.

Challenges of using FPGAs for Arbitrary User Space Hardware
FPGAs are more difficult to integrate as a software resource however, even in these new
systems-on-chip (SoCs). The main technical challenges for using them with applications is that
the FPGA is much more constrained when compared to other resources that an application has access to, such as computation, memory, storage, or networking. This means that sharing the limited
space in an FPGA between multiple applications is difficult. Furthermore, the reprogrammability
of FPGAs violates the properties provided by silicon, as the functionality can be changed at any
time, whereas a silicon implementation derives its security from the fact that this is not possible.
Both of these challenges make using FPGAs to provide secure hardware as a user space resource
difficult to achieve.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of using Cloud RTR and SDSHW to allow software applications to include
their own hardware, thus enabling user space secure hardware.
Overcoming FPGA Challenges
In this dissertation, we overcome these challenges and enable FPGAs to be both shareable and
secure to ultimately provide our vision of user space secure hardware. We illustrate this vision
in Figure 1.1, which presents how our solutions of Cloud Runtime Reconfiguration (RTR) and
Software Defined Secure Hardware (SDSHW) interact.
Cloud RTR provides our solution of sharing the FPGA by compiling applications in the cloud.
By leveraging the centralized deployment model of mobile applications, Cloud RTR is able to
compile applications for any target platform without requiring knowledge of every applications at
design time. Cloud RTR does this using existing vendor tools so that this solution can be realized
today. We describe Cloud RTR in Chapter 3.
SDSHW makes the FPGA secure by having the FPGA self-provision its own security. With
SDSHW, we provide a platform for arbitrary secure hardware to execute with the same properties
as a silicon implementation. The self-provisioning process allows for an FPGA to have these
properties. In order to still leverage the reprogrammability of the FPGA, SDSHW also provides an
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update system that breaks existing trust relationships so that applications can be updated without
compromising the properties provided by self-provisioning. We describe this system in Chapter 4.
We combine these in Chapter 5 to provide our complete vision by making Cloud RTR compatible with the security requirements of SDSHW. Without modification, these two systems are
incompatible with each other, as SDSHW has several security requirements that break the functionality of Cloud RTR. To use them together, we move the reconfiguration system into the FPGA,
allowing for Cloud RTR to reconfigure slots without compromising the security of SDSHW.
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Chapter 2
Parties, Trust and Threats
In this dissertation, we present a system that allows software to use secure hardware as if it is
any other shareable resource. Here, we define the exact properties of secure hardware that we are
trying to provide. We do this by examining the threat model of secure hardware by showing what
threats secure hardware is designed to defend against, and providing examples of applications that
are or are not sensitive to these threats. Based on these examples, we distill the exact properties that
secure hardware requires, present the threat model that results from these properties, and describe
the trust relationships needed to enable this model.

2.1

Secure Hardware Properties

Silicon hardware is defined as a physical silicon microchip manufactured in a facility that assembles a circuit design into an array of transistors. Once manufactured, the operation of this chip
cannot realistically be changed as the transistors are physically embedded in the chip; it is generally accepted that once manufactured, the layout of the transistors cannot be physically moved.
This layout and interconnection of transistors forms the implementation of digital circuits that are
fundamental to computing systems. These circuits provide everything from simple controller logic
to sensors and convertors to complex systems such as CPUs and GPUs, and must be implemented
with silicon to exist. Software is designed to be programmed to these physical systems based on
6

their ABIs (application binary interfaces) (i.e., their instruction sets). Essentially, these hardware
systems provide features that software can take advantage of.
When implementing a security feature in hardware, designers are attempting to take advantage
of the promises that a silicon implementation provides, which are derived from the fact that any
digital circuit cannot be changed. Therefore, one can implement a function that will not perform
any other execution than its original design. For example, a system like a Trusted Platform Module
provides an API for secure data access and cryptographic operations using secret keys. These keys
are generated and stored inside the TPM and operations are requested through the API the TPM
provides to the rest of the system. This API cannot be changed and the secret keys cannot be
leaked out of the isolated storage maintained by the TPM because they are implemented as an
isolated hardware system (with caveats, as explained later).
Essentially, secure hardware applications like TPMs rely on properties of physical hardware
to ensure that the functionality of their application cannot be subverted. In comparison, software
systems depend inherently on the platforms they are run on top of. This includes the physical
hardware (e.g., CPU), the operating system, and the various libraries that the software interacts
with. This means that any of these interactions can be used to influence the operation of the
software, and often times requires an application to make assumptions about these systems.
For example, a web browser password manager application must make assumptions about permissions enforced by the browser to access its internal state. Since the purpose of the application
is to store passwords for a user, the application wants to only let the user have access to this data.
Since web browsers read data and execute arbitrary code from untrusted sources (e.g., Javascript),
they must ensure that this code is properly isolated so that a malicious script cannot read the data
from the password manager in place of the user. The password manager trusts the web browser to
implement these controls.
More examples are communication protocols like the Secure Shell protocol (SSH), which rely
on the operating system to protect import authentication data in the form of secret cryptographic
keys. These keys are used by the protocol to authenticate users of the software and the operating
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system is trusted to enforce permissions such that only the user that generated the keys can access
them. If this function is not performed correctly, then any user or program on the system can gain
access to this data and impersonate the user when interacting with the protocol. Therefore, SSH
trusts the operating system to enforce file permission access control on this data, which is a feature
the operating system claims to provide.
By comparing these examples of secure hardware versus secure software, we can summarize
the properties of silicon that secure hardware attempts to leverage. From these examples, there is a
need to trust the execution platform to operate correctly and non-maliciously, as seen by software.
For secure hardware, the execution platform is the application itself. Therefore, we see that secure
hardware needs two properties. The first is fixed functionality, meaning that the functionality of
an application is difficult to modify, as a digital circuit is difficult to modify after manufacture.
The second property is fixed isolation, meaning that the execution of an application is difficult to
observe or modify, which is also provided by the difficulty of modifying a digital circuit. From the
examples we have discussed, we see that secure hardware uses these properties to provide security,
such as the fixed functionality and isolation of a TPM, whereas a software application such as SSH
requires the operating system and libraries to provide these properties.
In the next section we discuss the various threats that these properties of silicon can be used to
defend against, those that it is not useful for, and those that it is still vulnerable to. As mentioned
above, silicon provides several properties based on some assumptions, but there are some advanced
attacks that break these assumptions.

2.2

Secure Hardware Threat Model

As stated, security applications that are implemented in hardware implicitly rely on certain
properties of silicon, which we summarize as fixed functionality and fixed isolations. These properties provide protection against certain classes of adversaries that other technologies are not able
to defend against. Specifically, hardware protects against adversaries that can gain control of or
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modify other parts of the system, such as the operating system or storage devices. Secure hardware
also defends against adversaries that can gain physical access to systems to make these changes,
which is a threat that is explicitly omitted from threat models of most secure systems. Essentially,
secure hardware is used to defend against other parts of a system that may be compromised by an
adversary that can physically modify the system, and can maintain this model against all but the
most sophisticated attackers.
Examples of applications that need this threat model are systems that need to protect some sort
of state from being observed and perform operations using this state. For example, disk encryption
software is designed to protect data on a computer hard drive. The encryption is performed using
a secret key that is either stored on the system itself or derived from a user’s password. As such,
the security of this data is maintained either by the strength of the user’s password or the security
of how the system stores the key. If part of the system is compromised, this secret key can be read
out of a system if it is not securely protected, and a physical adversary can also simply remove the
storage and perform a brute-force attack on the user’s password to decrypt it.
Because of these issues, such applications often use secure hardware systems, such as TPMs,
to protect this secret key. A TPM can securely store the secret key in an isolated storage system
and perform cryptographic operations using it, and allows for authorization to be required before
the key can be accessed. As such, an encryption system can store the secret key in the TPM and
require data to be decrypted using this key, which makes decrypting the data impossible outside of
the system. Furthermore, a user’s password can be used to unlock the TPM rather than deriving an
encryption key, and combined with rate-limiting enforced by the TPM, can prevent brute-forcing
of the password. In short, using a TPM makes physical attacks against a encryption software
more difficult, essentially requiring an adversary to perform an online attack that compromises the
system so as to snoop the user’s password in some way, such as by compromising the software
itself with a keylogger, rather than being able to brute-force the user’s password offline.
Other applications use secure hardware to protect other types of state. Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), such as ARM TrustZone and Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX), isolate
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the execution of software to prevent observation and interference with its execution and secret
data and are designed to prevent even the most privileged code (e.g., the operating system) from
interfering with the software’s operation. Secure and trusted boot systems prevent unauthorized
software from executing on systems, and are meant to defend against the trusted operating system
being overwritten by an adversary that has access to the physical storage of the device. Remote
attestation systems prove that software is executing in a system to an external party and is meant
to defend against an adversary that can force imposter software to be launched by either compromising the operating system or physically replacing the software. All these systems rely on the
properties of hardware to ensure that these functions cannot be overridden, as they are specifically
designed to defend against the rest of the system. The properties of hardware are needed in this
case because the fundamental trust model required by software, which requires all of the parts of
the system to work together, cannot be relied on in the face of adversaries that can manipulate the
rest of the system.
Secure hardware is also vulnerable to a class of advanced physical adversaries that have the
resources to perform more invasive and expensive attacks. These attacks involve circuit reverse
engineering, chemical analysis, and chip deconstruction that requires highly sophisticated equipment and facilities, and is quite destructive. These ‘decapping’ techniques, though unreliable,
theoretically allow the state of a digital circuit to be inspected post-manufacturer, which can lead
to secret data being retrieved from a protected storage system. These techniques often involve the
removal of hardware from a system and generally result in the destruction of the physical chip, and
so are one-time attempts. However, these attacks are more difficult to perform and are expensive.
Manufacturers of secure hardware can chose to invest more to prevent these attacks, but there is
a tradeoff between security and implementation cost for these solutions. Secure hardware therefore can be vulnerable to these threats, but it also forces adversaries to use these more expensive
techniques to attack the system.
Finally, secure hardware has several threat vectors related to the physical requirement for silicon to be powered. Differential power analysis (DPA) is a technique where the power consumption
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of a system is analyzed during its execution to determine its state, which otherwise cannot be observed. This type of attack is theoretically possible against all hardware systems, since they use
power, but the difficulty depends on the power consumption of the application under attack and
how much this changes during execution. It is possible to design hardware and applications to be
resistant to this attack, but comes with their own tradeoffs (e.g., higher power consumption to mask
usage changes). Additionally, hardware systems can be disabled or have their execution interrupted
if an adversary has control of the power supply to the system. The adversary can therefore perform
a denial-of-service (DoS) attack against any hardware device if they have this capability, but it is
difficult for this to be targeted to a single hardware application in a complete system. These power
vulnerabilities, however, are applicable to all systems implemented in silicon.
We note that implementation flaws of silicon secure hardware is out of scope of this threat
model. Applications are still trusted to be correct; silicon does not make an application any easier
or safer to design (in fact, the opposite is often true). Silicon manufacturers have introduced a
number of systems to mitigate the risk of an incorrect implementation, as any silicon system that
has a flaw cannot be patched due its immutability. These mitigations therefore attempt to define
as much of a system’s functionality in software, such as through CPU microcode or firmware, but
cannot completely solve the issue. The system we propose in user space hardware does allow for
a developer to easily update the functionality of the secure hardware they design by leveraging the
flexibility of an FPGA, but does not prevent an incorrect implementation from being created, just
as traditional secure hardware does not provide this protection.
In this dissertation, we present a system that makes secure hardware into a software resource,
meaning that it can be accessed and programmed from user space. We do not add any new protections or expand the threat model of secure hardware, but we do design our system so that this user
space secure hardware maintains the same threat model as existing secure hardware, with all of its
benefits and vulnerabilities. However, because we allow secure hardware to be used as a software
resource, we introduce a problem resulting from the fact that an FPGA needs to be shared between
applications. We discuss this in further detail in later chapters, but in summary, we introduce a
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new threat vector resulting from the fact that secure hardware can be loaded and unloaded after
a device has been manufactured, meaning that the property of fixed functionality may not always
hold. In order to maintain the same threat model as secure hardware, we need to also address this
new threat vector.
In Chapter 3, we show how to enable user space hardware by sharing an FPGA, but that system
makes no claims about the security of this hardware, and in fact this new threat vector is introduced.
In Chapter 4, we show how hardware in an FPGA can be executed with the properties we have
identified by addressing this new threat vector, and in Chapter 5, we show how this threat model
can be expanded to user space hardware so that sharing of secure hardware between applications
can be enabled. In the next sections, we define the exact parties involved in creating and using
secure hardware and the resulting trust relationships that must be maintained in order for the threat
model we have presented to hold.

2.3

Definition of Roles

The threat model for secure hardware relies on a number of parties that must perform certain
actions for the threat model of secure hardware to be possible. For example, secure hardware
silicon is manufactured by one party, which must be trusted to implement features correctly and
not to introduce backdoors or vulnerabilities into the system. In this section, we identify the roles
that are required to provide and use secure hardware today. In the next section we discuss the
trust model of secure hardware, which describes the relationship between these roles and how our
system changes these relationships.
We have identified six fundamental roles that are involved in the manufacture, design, and use
of secure hardware systems, both in existing models and the systems presented in this dissertation.
These roles are intuitive, but often multiple roles can be assumed by the same party (e.g., a person
or organization) and so do not always appear to be separate in the real world. For this reason, we
define these roles here explicitly and provide examples of how they are assumed.
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We define these roles as: the silicon manufacturer, the hardware assembler, the system provisioner, the application developer, the application distributor, and the end user. Each of these
roles is assumed by some party in any device, but many are assumed by a single party, in different
combinations for different devices.
• Silicon Manufacturers manufacturer a physical chip, such as a CPU, a GPU, or other integrated circuits. This party maintains its own manufacturing and design facilities and its own
supply chain, and sells the manufactured systems to hardware assemblers. Examples of this
role are chip manufacturers, such as Intel, AMD, or Qualcomm.
• Hardware Assemblers are the party that combines a number of different physical components into a single device, such as a server, laptop or desktop computer, or a mobile device.
These systems are then provided for sale to customers. Examples of this role are system
manufacturers such as Dell, Apple, or Samsung.
• System Provisioners are the party that determines what software (and/or reprogrammable
hardware modules) run initially or can be run on a device. As such, they provision the
system with an initial configuration and determine how (or if) updates can be made to this
configuration, or if the system can be reconfigured by another system provisioner in the
future. In the case of personal computers, this can be done by the end user, but is often
done by system distributors who manufacture devices in the role of the hardware assembler.
Google is an example of a provisioner that does not assemble the system, as Google contracts
with a hardware assembler such as HTC or LG to assemble their smartphones.
• Application Developers implement the software that is run in a device, including the initial
configuration chosen by the provisioner. For example, developers such as Microsoft implement operating systems, whereas developers such as Mozilla, Dropbox, or Oracle provide
individual applications.
• Application Distributors provide applications to devices. Often, this application distribution system is integrated into the operating system (e.g., the Google Play store, Microsoft
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Store, Linux package manager) and is the only way of providing new applications (e.g., iOS
App store, video game consoles). Most of these distributors are only applicable to a single
platform, and so are maintained by the providers of a device’s operating system, which is selected by the system provisioner, but some, such as the Linux package management systems,
can be shared between different platforms.
• End Users are the individuals that use the device after it is configured, such as after a provisioner has purchased and provisioned a device and offered it for sale to a consumer. Enterprises are an example of an end user that would provision or re-provision a device, as a
company’s IT department may choose to replace or add to the software running on employees’ computers.
We will use these role definitions throughout the rest of this dissertation in order to explain
how different systems interact. In the following chapters, we will show how the responsibilities of
these roles introduce problems and how they can be changed to provide our solution. In the next
section, we show the trust relationships between these roles that are needed for the threat model of
secure hardware to be realized.

2.4

Secure Hardware Trust Model

The subject of trust is another important definition for any secure system. Any secure function
should define which entities are trusted to perform what actions, and how much that trust can
impact the system’s security if violated. We have already presented the threat model for secure
hardware. In this section, we define which parties need to perform what actions in order for this
threat model to be realized.
As the concept of trust is ambiguously defined in security research, we define trust as the
acceptance of any claim about a system made by an involved party, specifically a claim about a
security property. For example, an application developer trusts a silicon manufacturer to provide a
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feature, who then claims that the feature is implemented correctly and that there are no backdoors
or other ways to exploit it.
For applications with no expectation of security, this trust relationship is simpler, as a user can
verify the operation of the application to prove that the system performs correctly and any other
features the manufacturer implemented are superfluous if they do not impact the execution of the
hardware. However, for secure hardware, these extra features do matter as they can potentially
compromise security, such as a backdoor to leak private data in a system designed to protect it.
If these features are undocumented, they are difficult to discover due to the inherent introspection
resistance of hardware, which results from its fixed isolation property. A user must instead accept
the promises a silicon manufacturer makes based on other criteria, such as the reputation of the
manufacturer or the risk of the actual data that would be compromised. Any such security system
that relies on such a trust model therefore is vulnerable to adversaries that can subvert it. Different
examples of trust models for secure hardware are discussed further in Chapter 4.
The six parties that we identified previously in this chapter have different impacts on the trust
of a secure hardware application. For existing hardware implementations, each of these parties
makes or must accept certain claims from others. The trust chain for existing secure hardware and
user space secure hardware is shown in Figure 2.1. This figure shows two type of trust relations:
functional trust and process trust. Functional trust is the trust of a party to design and build a
system, but is only required at design and manufacture time. Process trust is the trust of a party
to maintain a service or business process for the lifetime of a device for it to provide its function,
such as the protection of cryptographic keys. Examples of these process relationships in existing
systems can be seen in SGX and UEFI secure boot. SGX requires the use of Intel’s services in
order to create new enclaves or perform remote attestation, but this relationship can be potentially
abused maliciously or for revenue generation [13]. UEFI secure boot relies on the protection of a
set of secret signing keys, but the security of these keys was compromised by Microsoft [14, 15,
16]. In both these systems, a process trust relationship exists that can be used to compromise the
system with a flaw existing in the hardware’s actual implementation.
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Figure 2.1: The trust relationships between existing secure hardware (left) and user space secure
hardware (right). Red arrows indicate trust for the implementation of functionality, whereas green
arrows indicate trust for a process that the party depends upon. The current model requires trust in
processes as well as implementation of functionality for secure hardware to be secure. User space
secure hardware changes this model to replace this process trust of the silicon manufacturer to a
one-time functionality trust of the system provisioner. The device and the end user are the only
ones responsible for maintaining the security of the secure hardware in this model.
These process trust relationships also exist in FPGAs, as is discussed further in Chapter 4. The
problem with an FPGA is that the functionality trust is not one-time, as it is with secure hardware.
In Chapter 4, we present systems that change this to make the functionality trust one-time, just as
in silicon secure hardware. To do this, we need to break the process trust model used by FPGAs,
which results in the second column in Figure 2.1. In this model, we require the system provisioner
to put the FPGA into a single secure state that cannot be changed, and require that only this secure
initial state can authorize future states. This removes the existing process trust models of secure
hardware, as only the secure hardware can affect its own state, but also requires an additional
functional trust relationship with the provisioner.
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Chapter 3
Cloud RTR: Enabling User Space
Hardware
Enabling end-users to install applications of their own choice has been a cornerstone of each
wave of computing. From vertically integrated mainframes transitioning to the personal computer with complete user control of software, and from early vertically integrated personal devices
(phones and PDAs) with manufacturer-packaged applications transitioning to modern devices with
app stores, this trend has been continually repeated. We propose a similar model that we call user
space hardware, which allows systems to present hardware as a software resource to applications.
This is a first step toward our vision of secure user space hardware. To provide this, we must
overcome a fundamental challenge for any system that supports multiple applications and users:
how to share limited resources? In this case, the question is how to share limited FPGA logic
amongst many applications.

3.1

Introduction

User space hardware is needed because smart phones do not always provide the hardware features that application developers need, and in other cases provide features that are never used. This
is because silicon manufacturers and hardware assemblers designing smart phones must operate
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Figure 3.1: Smart phone with a processor (ARM) coupled with programmable hardware (FPGA).
under a number of constraints – form factor, functionality, cost, energy use, etc. This leads to the
assembler making a number of decisions regarding the various tradeoffs. These decisions, however, lead to the case where the device has both too little (the application developers/end users want
more) and too much (the application developers/end users don’t use what is there). What if there
was a way to put these trade-offs into the hands of end users and application developers?
In this chapter, we present our vision for ‘user space hardware’ (illustrated in Figure 3.1). This
vision incorporates programmable hardware, such as an FPGA, into a smart phone1 , and extends
a mobile operating system to allow for application control of the current hardware configuration
(e.g., by including the hardware configuration with their app). The high-level idea is to couple
software-like (re)programmability with hardware-like performance and immutability. In providing programmability, hardware assemblers empower application developers (and by extension end
users) with the ability to influence these design decisions. As such, we can realize part of our
1

We envision this as being commercially available smart phones, not just in prototyping devices – a vision supported by the commercial availability of system-on-chip devices which already couple an ARM processor that is widely
used in smart phones (such as the ARM Cortex A9 processor found in the iPhone 4) with reconfigurable logic [17,
11], with or more recently the ARM Cortex A53 [12], and further supported by recent advances by vendors where
hardware modules can be designed using a high-level language, such as C++ [18].
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overall goal of user space secure hardware by first making hardware into a software resource, i.e.,
user space hardware.
Application developers, for example, would be able to introduce (and deploy) new communication technologies, such as those that work on the emerging dynamic spectrum access paradigm [19],
where they can perform ‘software’ radio at the needed hardware performance levels and gain system wide benefits (e.g., from not needing phones to include many dedicated radio interfaces).
Developers will also be able to introduce new accelerators, such as for cryptography or other parallel processing that improve overall performance and efficiency. Finally, developers will be able
to introduce independent co-processors, which can, for example, provide additional security capabilities [20] not possible in today’s smart phones. In general, we introduce programmability of the
smart phone hardware by creating an architecture centered on an FPGA with an embedded processor – with which, as we’ve seen with other programmable technology, such as GPUs and FPGAs
in other contexts within the network systems community, developers will find creative ways to use
the available processing power [21, 22, 23, 24].
Previous research [25, 26, 27] has proposed adding reconfigurability to mobile devices, but they
have limitations that prevent them from being used today, such as lacking a method to share FPGA
hardware, a distribution system for applications, or integration into modern operating systems or
devices. Therefore, there are a number of challenges that need to be addressed to make this vision
possible. First, we need to be able to share an FPGA between different smart phone applications –
existing FPGA hardware and software are heavily centered on running a single application and not
on an idea of temporal or spacial sharing of resources. Second, we need a way to distribute apps
and their hardware modules to the correct platforms; hardware modules are not easily relocatable
between different platforms. Finally, we need the ability to manage the FPGA so that applications
only have access to authorized resources; while processors have been adapted overtime to isolate
running tasks, FPGAs have not.
In this chapter we present our Cloud RTR system that addresses these challenges. We introduce
a system-level contribution that makes use of cloud technologies and builds on existing FPGA
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technology that together solve a problem that has eluded researchers for years. Specifically, we
make the following contributions:
A slot-based solution that allows for practical FPGA sharing: A central need to be able to allow
apps to span software and the FPGA hardware is to enable the FPGA to be shared, as apps will be
running concurrently. This approach is based on runtime reconfiguration (RTR), or the ability to
change an FPGA’s configuration at runtime. Specifically, the Cloud RTR system builds on the idea
of “slots” [28, 29, 30], or areas of the FPGA that can be reconfigured separately and shared between
applications. To make this practical where previous systems have failed, it provides a new approach
to slot-based reconfiguration using a compilation system that abstracts away the underlying FPGA
requirements. The resulting platform supports the use of slots at runtime, whereas previous systems
only support slots at design time, and can share the FPGA between multiple parties, as we discuss
next. Further, it introduces operating system services to manage slots at runtime to allow for ondemand access from apps.
An app store-based approach that allows for multiple parties to distribute apps: Without
operating system and binary compatibility, envisioning a system which allows for multiple parties
to create apps and have them be distributed to a wide variety of devices may seem difficult. We
introduce a new distribution system which extends existing smart phone application distributors
(i.e., app stores) to allow for both the compilation and the distribution of apps with hardware.
Developers can upload apps with hardware to an extended app store, which will interface with the
compilation system in order to generate the required slot configurations. We extend the app store
system further to ensure that these configurations are distributed to the correct devices in packaged
apps, and we provide corresponding operating system support in order to install them.
In addition to the above system-level advances which enable the apps with hardware vision,
we make the following contributions which evaluate and demonstrate their use:
Evaluation of the computational requirements of Cloud RTR: While our approach of performing some compilation in the cloud is, to a degree, simplistic, we feel that the fact that it has not
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been done before does points to its novelty. Importantly, we go beyond simply proposing to compile in the cloud and extend our work to fully evaluate the computation requirements of such an
app store to support this using data about the current app market ecosystem. We show that compilation throughput per machine ranges from 51 to 121 apps per day, which translates to needing
981 servers to support an app ecosystem where 1% of all apps use the reconfigurable logic for a
case where there are 1000 phone variants.
Demonstration and evaluation of three applications: In Section 3.2, we describe three example
categories of applications that will benefit from user space hardware, independant of the overall
goal of user space secure hardware. For each, we implemented and evaluated a representative
application (Section 3.6). Our evaluation of an app which offloads to a hardware based Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) module (a representative software-defined radio application) shows
a 40x speedup and a hardware-based AES module (a representative cryptography application)
shows a 3x speedup (including all of the interface between hardware and software). Additionally,
our evaluation of a simple memory security scanner (a representative architectural enhancement)
that is capable of searching the entire system address space only results in 3% overhead for other
software running. Finally, to understand the considerations when integrating into existing and
complex applications, we modified the open source and widely used Orbot [31] Tor [32] client for
Android to include and use a hardware cryptography module (Section 3.7).

3.2

Motivation (Why an FPGA)

The premise of incorporating an FPGA into a smart phone lies in the general benefits of an
FPGA – that it provides hardware-level programmability which will enable phone manufacturers
to defer some decisions about tradeoffs to the end user and enable developers with the ability to
innovate in the hardware space.
Here we discuss a few examples that help motivate an FPGA within a smart phone, including
a description of a demonstration application that we implemented for each of these categories.
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3.2.1

Architecture enhancements

For the first set of motivating examples, we present several architectural enhancements that
have been proposed in the research community that each required a hardware plug-in and were
targeted at a server. With our work, similar benefits could be brought to a smart phone.
CoPilot: CoPilot [20] is a PCI card designed to detect rootkits. As rootkits execute at the highest
privilege, detection mechanisms at the same (or lower) privilege are presented with a significant
challenge. The CoPilot PCI card is independent of the processor and operating system and has
access to all memory via the PCI bus. Rootkit detection (or more generally, security applications)
have tremendous potential with the introduction of an FPGA within a smart phone.
Somniloquy: The Somniloquy [33] work observed that the energy consumption on servers was
impacted by a number of low-rate types of tasks that prevented the servers from entering the power
saving states. As such, they proposed a small, low-power processor that could perform these tasks,
and if needed, trigger the main processor to exit a low-power state. In the case of a smart phone
with an FPGA, similar types of activity have been observed in smart phones [34], so a small coprocessor in the FPGA fabric could provide a solution (while also enabling the main processor to
shut off completely). We leave full exploration of power as future work.
As a demonstration of architectural enhancements, we have implemented a memory scanner
module as a simplified proxy for a CoPilot-like function, that scans our device’s system address
space.

3.2.2

Software-defined Radio

A great deal of research has resulted in many innovations in wireless communications, which
allow wireless interfaces to have better performance or more functionality. Research papers in this
space commonly use FPGA platforms (such as the WARP Board [35, 36]), or devices to interface
to high performance desktop machines (such as the USRP [37]) in order to meet the needs of the
new innovation. While these papers provided promising research results, there is little opportunity
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for deployment – requiring the researchers to commercialize the technology, or get adoption from
a major chip vendor.
With a smart phone that has an FPGA along with a more flexible radio front end (e.g., a tunable
antenna), developers of a new communication protocols could simply create an app, enhancing the
impact of the research. This architecture also has benefits for production systems, as existing devices could be upgraded to new wireless systems without requiring replacement, such as upgrading
such a system from 3G to 4G wireless technology.
As a demonstration of an SDR application, we have included an example implementation of
a Carrier Phase Recovery Loop for a single carrier Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
demodulator. QAM is a representative building block in signal processing applications including
many real-world modulation systems.

3.2.3

Cryptographic and Parallel Processing

FPGAs have the ability to perform large amounts of processing in parallel. This allows them
to achieve higher throughputs and lower latencies.
An exemplary application for FPGA acceleration on a smart phone is cryptographic processing,
as it both faster in an FPGA and widely used – including the encryption of internet communication
using SSL and communication protocols such as Tor [32], the accountable internet protocols [38],
and Named-data Networking [39] For example, an FPGA (Altera Stratix V) was shown to be 520
times faster than a general purpose processor (Intel Xeon E5503) for AES encryption (and 15x
speedup over an AMD Ratheon HD 7970 GPU) [40]. While the exact numbers will depend on a
number of factors, this is illustrative of the potential.
Parallel processing goes beyond cryptography. One recent example used an FPGA based server
[41] to implement common functions used in analytics (search, fuzzy search, and term frequency),
and in each case demonstrated that it would require 100-200 servers running Spark [42] to match
the performance. This example is geared towards cloud scale applications, but we believe this
would allow us to perform some analytic processing locally.
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As an example of this type of application, we have implemented a 128-bit AES encryption
module that can encrypt an arbitrary number of 128-bit contiguous regions of memory. We also
incorporated this AES module into the Orbot Tor client (Section 3.7).

3.3

Past Attempts

A central challenge in reaching our vision relates to how to share the FPGA between applications and the system. That is, we wish for multiple apps to be able to simultaneously use some
of the FPGA’s programmable fabric, while at the same time allowing the operating system to use
some of the programmable fabric as well (e.g., to connect to some I/O devices).
The core concept required is runtime reconfiguration, or the ability to dynamically change the
FPGA’s configuration (completely or partially) at runtime while it is still operating. Despite over a
decade of research in runtime reconfiguration [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] there has yet to be a
practical solution which would enable hardware modules from various sources to be loaded onto a
variety of platforms.

3.3.1

Why is sharing an FPGA difficult?

The main challenge in achieving FPGA sharing is ensuring that the apps’ modules in the FPGA
do not conflict with each other, or with other logic that is present in the FPGA. FPGAs are difficult
to share because a complex mapping of resources must occur in order to generate a configuration
for an FPGA. This is because application’s logic must be mapped to physical resources in the
FPGA, and connections must be made between these locations, just as in any physical circuit.
As an example, consider Figure 3.2, which illustrates a single module to be loaded into an
FPGA at runtime. The dotted area indicates one possible location to put that module. As indicated,
however, there will be contention for resources – i.e., this module cannot co-exist with the current
FPGA configuration. Because of this, the partial reconfiguration mechanism supported by the
vendors (Altera and Xilinx) comes with great restrictions – the modules can only work with a
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Figure 3.2: Example of partial reconfiguration in a running FPGA configuration.
single design (in our case, they wouldn’t work across phone architectures), and they can only be
loaded into a single location. These restrictions make partial reconfiguration unusable in its current
form to enable apps with hardware.
More general runtime reconfiguration approaches have been proposed in the research community that fall into one of two categories, which we describe next. In general neither of these
approaches is practical.

3.3.2

Soln. 1: runtime Place and Route

The first approach is to perform place and route at runtime [51, 52, 53] (rather than when it
is normally performed – at design time). As background, place and route is a computationally
expensive, NP-complete task of first mapping logic elements from the design (place) and then
determining a collection of wire resources to use to connect the logic elements from the design
(route).
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This approach enables reconfigurable modules to be created entirely separately from the FPGA
configuration. They can be loaded into the FPGA by being placed around existing hardware and
connected with free wiring resources.
This is a general approach and supports our model, but there are two major problems. First,
place and route can take a long time, depending on both the size of the reconfigurable module as
well as the sparseness of the current FPGA configuration – i.e., if there are few resources available,
it will be a more difficult task to find a solution. The implication relates to the second problem –
that a solution is not always possible, which means that the app would fail to load.

3.3.3

Soln. 2: Slot-based Reconfiguration

The second method that has been proposed also seeks to support a general approach where the
static design and the reconfigurable modules can be created independently. This approach does so
by reserving empty and identical areas in the static design [28] [29] [30]. These areas, or slots,
are analogous to PCI slots on a motherboard, where any card can be plugged in independent of the
processor. In this case, the ‘cards’ are partial bitstreams (a binary file used to configure an FPGA).
Two constraints emerge:
Partial bitstreams need to be relocatable – So that a partial bitstream can be loaded into any slot,
each area needs to be identical. This is not difficult from a logic standpoint, as FPGAs are fairly
regular structures. In order for the static and reconfigurable portions to be able to communicate,
however, there need to be wires that cross the boundaries, which in turn, need to be identical for
each slot. This puts incredible strain on the creation of the static design, to the point of not being
practical (because place and route becomes very constrained if certain circuit elements need to use
certain physical wires).
Partial bitstreams cannot conflict with the static design – That is, when loading a partial
bistream, it cannot, for example, use a wire that the main system design used (and vice versa).
To achieve this, the static design is highly constrained to reserve areas such that no logic is used
(generally, easy to achieve) and such that no wires are used (in Figure 3.2, this would mean that
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Figure 3.3: Cloud RTR approach to the generation and deployment of apps with hardware
static portion of the design would not have been allowed the wires that are in the dotted area).
Such constraints are ultimately possible (through a painstaking process of reverse engineering and
over-constraining), but highly constrain the static portion of the design – forcing wires to be routed
around these areas, causing them to be extra long and resulting in congested areas.
In short, this is a good abstraction, but not practical.

3.4

Cloud RTR: A Practical Approach For Sharing the FPGA

In order to realize the user space hardware vision, we need two things. First, we need a mechanism to be able to share the FPGA resources – i.e., a practical runtime reconfiguration mechanism
that overcomes the limitations of past solutions in terms of usability and deployability. Second,
we need a mechanism to be able to manage the apps at runtime. Here, we describe our novel solution for enabling FPGA sharing, and in Section 3.5 we describe our system support for runtime
management of apps.
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3.4.1

High-level Overview

Central to this design, we adopt the general idea of slots – that is, reserved areas within the
FPGA where modules can be loaded. As previously mentioned, we believe this is a good abstraction, but the previous realizations of it are not practical. The key difference with our approach is
that slots are less constrained – only logic resources need to be left free (which is easier), but the
wiring resources within these areas can be used by the static design logic (i.e., the portion of the
FPGA configuration that does not change and provides system functionality for different phones).
Other key differences with this approach are that the reconfigurable modules can (i) work with
multiple slot sizes, (ii) work with multiple slot signaling interfaces, and (iii) be targeted at various
end-systems.
The key idea to enable this is that by leveraging the delivery model of mobile apps (i.e., via an
app store), we can effectively merge the modules into various static designs in the cloud, before
delivery to the end user. We call this Cloud RTR (RTR for runtime reconfiguration). As illustrated
in Figure 3.3, each phone manufacturer and app developer would submit their design to the Cloud
RTR system, and the Cloud RTR system would perform a compilation step to enable a general
runtime reconfiguration mechanism.
In this section we describe the architecture of the phone in order to support this model (Section 3.4.2), how the apps are designed to work within the framework (Section 3.4.3), and finally
discuss how Cloud RTR performs the compilation (Section 3.4.4).

3.4.2

Static (Phone) Design Architecture

The key requirement for the phone’s design lies in the ability to support interfacing the reconfigurable modules with the rest of the system resources. Described below are the main components,
which are also illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Example static FPGA design.
Slots
Slots should have enough of all types of resources to be useful. Today’s FPGAs can contain (i)
configurable logic blocks (CLBs), which can implement any logic function of N inputs, (ii) block
random access memory (BRAM), which are small memory elements (e.g., 36 Kb in the FPGA
we use for implementation), and (iii) digital signal processing (DSP) blocks, which are custom
building blocks geared toward signal processing applications.
Slots will also need to be able to access various system resources and expose an interface for
communication with the processor. For this, we expect that all slots will allow access to (i) a system
bus for communication with the processor, and (ii) a direct memory access (DMA) controller for
access to system memory.
Module-to-Memory Interface
In order to provide performance benefits, the modules need to be able to directly access CPUaccessible system memory. A DMA controller that is accessible by the hardware modules would
allow for modules to access system memory without involving the processor (providing the greatest
performance and flexibility). To achieve this, we also need a security module which performs
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access control – that is, one which limits what memory each hardware module can access and is
configured by the operating system.
Processor-to-Module Interface
The ability to stream from memory will be important, but the processor also needs to be able
to directly interface to each module. This interfacing is achieved through the use of, for example,
a system bus (such as the ARM-based Advanced eXtensible Interface, or AXI).
Device interfacing and other misc. logic
The rest of the static design will include interfacing to the various devices that will connect to
the FPGA. Some devices, such as a UART, may have interface logic included in the processor subsystem, but the rest, such as interfacing to a tunable antenna, may go through the programmable
fabric with custom logic to interface with it. These devices will be connected to the general interface of the slots, allowing for manufacturers to include custom peripherals without requiring new
slot definitions.

3.4.3

Reconfigurable (App) Module Architecture

In the previous slot-based approaches, the reconfigurable modules are designed for a specific
slot design (device, interface, etc.). In this approach, we abstract away the ultimate target such that
app developers can develop reconfigurable modules that can be loaded onto a variety of platforms.
Of note, the reconfigurable modules in this approach can (i) work with multiple slot sizes, (ii) work
with multiple slot signaling interfaces, and (iii) be targeted at various end-systems.
Here we describe the design of an app, with the various components illustrated in Figure 3.5.
App Hardware
The first major component is the app hardware. In order to match the skills of app developers,
we focus on the high-level synthesis (HLS) design flow [18] that has emerged in recent years which
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Figure 3.5: Example app design.
allows developers to use a high-level language (e.g., C) to describe hardware modules2 . What this
means is that the argument that FPGAs are hard to design for, and therefore not accessible to the
software app developers, is quickly becoming invalid.
The app hardware (in this example) is written as a C++ function, example(). The parameters to
the function describe the interfaces to the rest of the system, such as char arrays (e.g., var1), which
describe memory mapped registers accessible to the processor or streaming memory interfaces
(e.g., var2, which has the type hls::stream), that allow for streaming data from memory (when
connected to DMA hardware in the static design). This description is valid C++ code that can be
compiled and tested as software, which can simplify hardware testing.
While there will need to be some consideration by developers, in general developers will not
need to be fully aware of the hardware architecture. For example, the exact bus signals for communicating with the module are not directly used, but are instead inferred based on the types on the
2

The developer can use a hardware description language, but will then need to manually provide the interfacing
hardware and software, which are automatically created with high-level synthesis.
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function parameters (such as how to perform data transmission handshakes or send valid signals).
With this, the same module could actually target various hardware interfaces (e.g., if different
handshake protocols or signals are used, or if different bus widths are available). Developers do
need to consider the size (resource utilization) of their hardware modules to ensure they will fit in
a particular slot size. We envision standard slot sizes will emerge (much like screen sizes), and
in this design flow we allow for modules designed for one slot size to always be instantiated in a
bigger slot.
App Software
The app software that the developer writes will be mostly the same as current apps (e.g.,
written in Java for Android apps). The only difference is the loading of and interfacing with the
hardware module. To load, the app will submit a request to a system service to load the bitstream
(e.g., via an intent in Android).
To interface with the module, the app will use the functions in the user-level driver generated
by the FPGA vendor’s high-level synthesis tool when synthesizing the design (the process which
generates the FPGA hardware from the C++ code). This driver is low-level code that runs within
the same process as the application and provides functions that can be used to interface with the
reconfigurable module. Functionality includes mapping memory regions (e.g., via mmap()) that
both the reconfigurable module and the app will access. It also provides functions to access the
various registers (the char[] variable) through functions like set var1().

3.4.4

Cloud Compiler (in the App Store)

The Cloud RTR compiler is responsible for ensuring that an app’s hardware module(s) can be
loaded into a variety of target devices (smart phones). Rather than working around the limitations
of the vendor tools, we work within their constraints, resulting in a practical solution. Recall that
the vendor tools have a partial reconfiguration design flow which has the constraints that a module
can only be used for a specific static design and target FPGA and for a specific location within that
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static design. Working within that, the Cloud RTR compiler will simply use the vendor tools to
compile the module for every static design variant and for every possible slot within each variant.
The end result is a data structure stored within the app store that looks like the following (where
a.bit...e.bit are individual partial bitstreams):
[phone 1:
[slot1:a.bit, slot2:b.bit, slot3:c.bit]]
[phone 2:
[slot1:d.bit, slot2:e.bit]]
When an app is downloaded to a given device, the Cloud RTR system will repackage the
application with the set of device-specific bitstreams (possible since the app store has knowledge
of a user’s device). In Android, for example, apps are packaged in an Android Application Package
(APK), which will now include module bitstreams as extra resources for apps that use hardware.
To get a rough idea of how this impacts the size of an APK, for the case study we describe in
Section 3.7, the hardware module bitstream is 904KB, the Orbot APK of the version we modified
is 5.5MB (before any added hardware), and the latest Orbot release is 11MB.
We show that this brute-force approach is quite practical in Section 4.7. As such, it provides a
general approach that is deployable and usable today. In addition, we also envision a large amount
of reuse of both static designs and hardware modules (e.g., by using precompiled libraries). Just
as SoCs are oftentimes reused between different mobile devices, there is no need to have a distinct
static design for different devices unless a particular device requires some custom technology.
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3.5

Dynamic Module Loading Service

To support apps with hardware, there needs to be system support for loading hardware modules into the FPGA. The operating system will have access to a loading system that can take a
hardware module compiled using the Cloud RTR system and load it into the FPGA. However, user
applications will not have direct access to this system.
User applications will instead submit requests through a privileged hardware loader system
service. Upon loading and initialization of the app, the service will be provided with the location
of the app’s hardware module files. The service will then choose an empty slot, select the module
compiled for this slot, and use the secure loading module to load the module into the FPGA. In
the case where no slots are available, the operating system can create ‘virtual’ slots by time-slicing
existing slots. Given the slot reconfiguration time, we do not expect to swap app hardware as
frequently as app software, but we see this is as an area for future consideration.
We can implement virtual slots by using the readback capability of FPGAs to store the running configuration of modules, and developers can provide custom unload functionality to aid the
readback system in storing difficult to access state (specifically, certain FPGA memory is more difficult to access). Applications that would be disrupted by time slicing can be specifically flagged as
unsafe to swap, but the number of these applications running simultaneously should be restricted.
The time to load a hardware module provides an estimate of the time needed to context switch
a hardware module. This time is a function of the size of the hardware being written to the FPGA,
which we measured to have an average throughput of 37 MiB/s. This leads to a latency of approximately 100 ms for a 4 MB static bitstream, or 27 ms for 1 MB hardware module.
The hardware module is presented as a devfs character device in the Linux /dev directory
(when using Android). The hardware loading service will set file permissions to ensure that only
the application that requested the loading of the hardware module can access it.
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3.6

Evaluation

There are two main questions to answer, which we discuss in this section:
Is there value in user space hardware?
It is generally accepted that hardware will be faster than software3 . The question we seek to
answer here is whether the same performance benefits are retained when we consider it within a
system (e.g., does crossing the hw-sw boundary make things worse).
Is the cloud compilation of Cloud RTR practical?
As mentioned, rather than continuing the path of runtime reconfiguration research, which leads
to creative, but impractical solutions, we aimed for a solution which was highly practical and
deployable immediatly. This resulted in a brute force approach. Here, we ask whether this is itself
practical by examining the processing required to support the app market ecosystem.

3.6.1

Application Performance Acceleration

Performance acceleration is one of the benefits of using an FPGA. Of course, we also believe
that new applications are now enabled, such as this hardware-based memory scanner. We focus on
performance here as a concrete demonstration with a quantitative evaluation.
We focus on three key application domains that are enabled. Each of these applications consists
of a hardware module written in C++ using high-level synthesis and an Android application that
interfaces with the module. We run the hardware module through the Cloud RTR compilation
platform targeting the static design for this development board. The end result is an APK that can
be loaded into this demonstration board. Each application fits within these slots, which we defined
at 12% of the overall FPGA area – a number resulting from dividing the remaining area after what
is needed for the static design by six available slots.
3
That’s not really the focus of this work – we take the stance that there are places where each wins (FPGA, CPU,
GPU) and that heterogeneous architectures are good, and more importantly, open programmability is what drives
innovation.
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Figure 3.6: The execution time to perform an AES encryption for a range of data sizes – from 10
to 13000 contiguous 128-bit (16-byte) segments of memory.
For these experiments, we prototyped a mobile device using the Zedboard development board,
which integrates a Xilinx Zynq 7020 FPGA [11] that has an embedded dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
CPU. We based these Android services on the Android 2.3 and 5.0.2 operating systems that were
already ported to our device.

Cryptography: AES
In Figure 3.6, we compare three different AES implementations using our development board,
and running Android as the operating system on the CPU4 :
This figure shows the execution times of the AES implementation (which we derived from [54],
though we also experimented with versions from Apple [55] and NIST [56], which had identical
performance) for a range of data sizes to be encrypted, varying in size from 10 to 13000 contiguous
128-bit segments of memory. It can be seen that the FPGA implementation is on average three
times faster than the OpenSSL implementation, and is approximately 12 times faster than the
4

We also performed the OpenSSL benchmark in Ubuntu Linux to confirm that the Android OS does not institute a
performance penalty.
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AOSP. However, the execution time of the FPGA module as measured by Java (marked in red stars)
and executed using the JNI is longer than the execution time of the same module when executed
directly by a C program (marked in blue diamonds). This is likely due to overhead entailed in
copying memory to the JNI function call and transferring control to the JNI. This can potentially
be alleviated using Java direct byte buffers passed directly to the JNI function, but is deferred to
future work.
Software-defined Radio: QAM
This application can process a signal stored in a contiguous memory region and produce an
output signal that is stored into another contiguous region. In a live smart phone, the static design
would place the signal off of the antenna into buffers in memory, notify the Android application
of a buffer being full, and the application would pass this data to the QAM module. The number
of samples the QAM block can process determines the sample rate of the radio application. We
implemented this module by modifying (to be compatible with our Cloud RTR system) a reference
Xilinx project [57], which comes with C++ code that can be executed in software or run through
high-level synthesis to produce hardware.
As shown by Figure 3.7, the hardware implementation is several orders of magnitude faster than
the software implementation. The hardware implementation achieves an average throughput of approximately 5 Msps (mega-samples per second), while the software implementation only achieves
and average of approximately 500 samples/s. The Xilinx application notes claim a throughput
value of 50 Msps [57], which is likely achievable due to the fact that the hardware device is intended to process data received directly from an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), whereas our
implementation has been retrofitted to stream data from system memory.

Memory Scanner
Our final application is a simple implementation of a hardware memory scanner that searches
our device’s address space for occurrences of a 16 byte strings.
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Figure 3.7: The execution time to process a different number of samples with my QAM application.
Using the LMbench testbench [58], we instituted a memory benchmark that measured the
throughput of our device’s memory while under normal operation and while the hardware memory
scanner was executing (which is constantly reading from memory). Using this benchmark, we
measured a 2.7% reduction in performance for read operations and a 5.5% reduction in performance for write operations.

3.6.2

Cloud Compilation Resources Needed

We propose performing compilation of the reconfigurable module in the cloud as part of the
process to upload to the app store. To understand the feasibility of this, here we evaluate the
amount of computing resources needed to sustain a ‘user space hardware’ ecosystem.
The metric of interest is how long it takes to compile a single reconfigurable module for a given
static design. Recall that a static design is the base design that roughly corresponds to a system
on chip used for a given smart phone. These static designs have open areas (slots) for placing
reconfigurable modules.
For all experiments, we used a server with a 6-core Intel Xenon CPU (2.1 GHz, 48 GB RAM).
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# of slots
2
3
4
5
6

Compilation Time (min)
11.92
14.93
19.02
24.21
28.23

Throughput (apps/day)
121
96
76
59
51

Table 3.1: Compilation time and number of apps a single server could service per day.
Single App for a Single Static Design
An app with hardware uploaded to the app store must have its hardware modules compiled
for each slot that it can be placed into. However, certain steps in the process do not need to be
performed for each slot – e.g., synthesis needs to be performed once for each module, then for
each slot, the synthesized module needs to be placed and routed. For this evaluation, we used
an FFT module, which is a highly regular structure and enabled us to adjust its parameters to
effectively alter its size to fill up any slot size we experimented with.
Table 3.1 shows the total time to compile a single application’s reconfigurable module for
static designs with two to six slots (each slot is defined as 12% of the overall area of the FPGA, as
previously mentioned), as well as the extrapolated throughput (the number of apps that could be
compiled per day on one server given this compilation time). We chose up to six slots (in contrast
to the 60-100 slots in [28]) as we believe each to be big enough to implement a reasonable module
within a single slot.

Compiling All Apps
Using the calculated throughput, we can now estimate the amount of computing resources
needed to service the entire app ecosystem.
First, we need to know how many apps are uploaded each month. The company AppFigures
provided us with the Google Play Store application upload figures for the entire year of 2017, with
a total of 1.5 million apps at the end of 2017. Based on this, we calculate the approximate monthly
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6 Slots Requirement

# of Static Designs
1
10
100
1000

% of Jan 2017 Apps that Use Hardware
0.1
1
10
# of Apps Uploaded per Day
5
50
500
# of Machines Required to Compile RMs
1
1
10
1
10
99
10 99
981
99 981
9804

Table 3.2: Number of servers required to support the compilation requirements of Cloud RTR,
assuming designs with six slots.
upload rate for the beginning of 2018 to be 125,000 apps per month.
Table 3.2 shows the number of machines required to service monthly demands for compiling
apps with hardware, for six slots as an example (2-5 slots would be proportionally less). Each table
varies the number of apps with hardware uploaded each day based on the percentage of applications
that require hardware (0.1%, 1%, and 10%), as well as the number of static hardware variants –
for the sake of illustration, we assume from one to 1000 variants, with each interval increased by
a factor of ten (we expect the number of variants to be on the low end, as static bitstreams can be
reused between devices, just as phones today use a small set of SoCs, and not every device will
require a new static bitstream).
The cloud provider will easily be able to support the lower end of the spectrum internally. On
the upper end, the cloud provider might look to relieve the computation burden by offloading to
the phone manufacturers to compile for their own variants.
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3.7

Case Study: Orbot Tor Client

Developing our demonstration applications from scratch allows us to design it to use an FPGA
natively. Here we explore modifying an existing, complex application to make use of a hardware
module to understand the inefficiencies that may result.
We chose to modify the Orbot [31] Tor [32] client for Android. Tor is an anonymization
network that allows a user to access the internet without disclosing their source IP address, making
identifying and tracking their internet traffic very difficult for third parties. A Tor client creates a
circuit through this network and encrypts their traffic separately for each node along the path to
prevent eavesdropping during transmission. Because of this extensive use of encryption and based
on notes by the Orbot developers mentioning that AES is one of the areas to optimize Orbot [59],
we see this as an ideal case study.
Our AES module implements the CTR (counter) mode of operation on top of a standard AES
block cipher that is an equivalent to the OpenSSL CTR implementation used by Tor. In order to
integrate this AES accelerator with Tor, we replaced all calls to OpenSSL AES encryption with
calls to the FPGA accelerator, which proved to be a fairly minor modification. We also needed
to ensure that all data that was to be encrypted was located in a contiguous memory region with
a known physical address, which required us to replace all malloc() calls with calls to a custom
memory allocator and leverage a memory region that we reserved from the kernel.
Thus modified, the application is able to make use of the FPGA resources and operate correctly.
However, there are inefficiencies remaining due to (i) the overhead required to allocate memory
in the reserved region, (ii) the overhead in accessing this memory, as it is implemented using
memory-mapped I/O, and (iii) the fact that certain memory system calls (e.g., malloc(), memcpy(),
and memset()) are incompatible with the current memory mapped implementation – which would
require more extensive modifications to the code to resolve. Even so, this provides us with great
insight into how apps should be designed to capitalize on the FPGA resources and is an area for
future improvements.
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3.8

Related Work

Although there are no existing systems that implement all of the functionality of our Cloud
RTR system in mobile devices, work has been done in reconfigurable computing in other contexts,
including several different attempts with Android.
Of note from previous reconfigurable computing research is the BORPH system [49], which
attempts to create operating system extensions in Linux for FPGA operations, and uses Berkeley’s BEE2 system [60], and the more recent Connectal framework [61], which can automatically
generate hw-sw interfaces during hardware development. These systems do not, however, address
application distribution or FPGA resource sharing.
In terms of mobile systems research, some proposals have been made, such as the rSmart
system [62] and the work from Smit et. al. [26]. Smit et. al. proposes a similar hardware
architecture to the Zynq-7000 architecture, but does not present an operating system integration or
a deployment system. The rSmart system only presents a high-level sketch of a system similar to
ours, but no details on implementation or integration are provided. Our system builds upon this
research to create a general system that is deployable using existing technology.
There has also been recent advances in reconfigurable cloud platforms. For example, Microsoft’s Project Catapult makes use of FPGA peripherals in data centers to accelerate web searches
[63] and neural networks [64], and Intel’s acquisition of Altera [65] is leading to x86 CPU architectures coupled with FPGAs [66]. Microsoft’s solutions, however, are only single-application
hardware accelerators, whereas our system allows for usage in general applications. Intel’s system
is more general, but has not been released publicly, although it does claim to use OpenCL [67] as
the software interface.
Our work is complementary. For example, OpenCL can be used on mobile devices with support
from major hardware manufacturers, such as ARM, Intel and Qualcomm, [68, 69, 70, 71, 72], and
can even be used with our system by using a compatible hardware module. OpenCL’s main limitation is its focus on parallel acceleration, which does not enable new architectural enhancements,
such as our SDR or security applications.
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Reconfigurable Android devices and systems have also been proposed, such as Google’s Project
Ara [25], among others, including various other modular phones [73, 74, 75]. These modular phone
systems allow for reconfiguration and upgrading of smart phone physical components, similar to
how personal computer components can be upgraded. However, these modular architectures can
only be reconfigured manually by the user replacing the physical modules, whereas our system
allows for dynamic and custom reconfiguration by software.
Finally, the Android OS has been ported to the Zynq-7000 in several projects, such as the work
of Barbareschi, et. al., among others [27, 76, 77, 78]. However, with the exception of the work of
Barbareschi, et. al., these projects only port the OS to a new device. The work of Barbareschi, et.
al. only extends this work to create an Android-compatible custom accelerator to address a single
problem, whereas our system allows for any general software developer to create their own custom
hardware modules.
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Chapter 4
SDSHW: Enabling (Programmable) Secure
Hardware
In Chapter 3 we described how we overcome the challenges in sharing an FPGA to enable user
space hardware. In this chapter we describe how we overcome the challenge of programmability
to enable secure hardware on an FPGA. It is silicon’s property of immutability that is traditionally
relied upon by secure hardware, but the programmability of FPGAs seems to negate this property.
Just as Cloud RTR provides a means for application developers to provide their own implementations of hardware for their applications, here we enable developers to provide their own implementations of secure hardware. We overcome the problems presented by the fact that FPGAs can
be reprogrammed to allow for this hardware to be used in an FPGA while maintaining the same
security as if they were implemented in traditional silicon.

4.1

Introduction

Secure hardware provides many benefits for securing systems due to the immutable nature of
silicon circuitry, whose functionality cannot be altered after it is manufactured. As previously highlighted, secure hardware systems can implement various applications, e.g., brute-force resistant
user data encryption [1], authenticated data feed systems [2], scalable blockchain transactions [3],
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Feature
Flexible Root of Trust
Trusted Execution Environment
Remote Attestation
Peripheral Access
Trusted Input
Hardware RNG
Hardware Crypto
Secure Storage
Shared Architecture
Oblivious Memory
Cache Side Channel Defense
TLB Side Channel Defense

TPM
#
#
#

#
G
#
#

TZ

#
#
G
#
#
G
#
#
#

SGX
#
#
#
G
#

#
#

Table 4.1: Secure Hardware Features — We compare the features supported by Trusted Platform
Modules (TPMs), ARM TrustZone (TZ), and Intel SGX. represents support, #
G represents partial
support or support that depends on how the design is instantiated, and # represents no support.
and protected cloud computing [4], that derive their security from the properties of silicon hardware.
Despite the benefits that these types of applications can provide, we are currently stuck with
a constrained ecosystem of secure hardware providers. Due to the constraints that silicon manufacturers and hardware assemblers must operate under (which are essentially the same as the
constraints described in the previous chapter) – cost, time, and complexity of hardware design and
manufacture [79, 80] – the design choices and trade-offs are decided unilaterally by a small number of these manufacturers and assemblers. This results in scattered support of a wide range of
features, and ultimately limited selection for users of secure hardware. Table 4.1 presents a summary of several secure hardware systems and the features they support. Even in this modest list of
features, there is no existing system that offers every feature, despite each system implementing
features the other does not.
For example, while Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) and ARM TrustZone both provide
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) that allow applications to execute trusted code in an isolated component, only Intel supports Remote Attestation of software running in the TEE. However,
Intel made the decision that they must be the trusted party to provide proof and verification of the
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remote system’s state. Furthermore, updates to secure hardware systems in response to discovered
vulnerabilities [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 14, 15, 16] or demand for new features are at worst impossible,
and at best gated by the chip manufacturers, leaving system designers that use secure hardware at
the mercy of a few companies.
These design trade-offs and features may make sense for some applications, but the ultimate
problem is that these decisions are made by the silicon manufacturers, and not by the individual
developers that ultimately use secure hardware in their design. In order to realize our ultimate
vision of user space secure hardware, we need to change this design flow so that developers have
control of the secure hardware features that are available. This enables secure hardware to be
customized to different applications.
In this chapter, we propose empowering the individuals that ultimately use secure hardware to
make the decisions that are right for their needs. We introduce an architecture we call Software
Defined Secure Hardware (SDSHW), that enables system provisioners and application developers that wish to use secure hardware functionality to develop custom logic, deciding for themselves
what sets of features they ultimately need in their design without sacrificing the security properties
of fixed hardware. This provides us an essential building block for our user space secure hardware
vision, namely a secure platform for custom, application-specific hardware. In the previous chapter
we provided a solution for making hardware into a user space resource for applications. Here we
provide a similar capability that lets application developers implement secure hardware for their
applications.
As we have shown in the previous chapter, FPGAs can be used as a resource for software
applications, which enables developers, rather than requiring manufacturers and assemblers, to
decide what hardware features their applications need. Here, we want to enable a similar model
for secure hardware developers by leveraging the reprogrammability of FPGAs.
While prior researchers have proposed building open source secure hardware features such
as remote attestation and trusted execution environments [86], and others have leveraged FPGAs
for cryptographic primitives [87], they only demonstrated that it is possible to implement security
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functionality on FPGAs. Others have implemented more extensive security functions in FPGAs
and have even addressed some of the threat posed by advanced physical adversaries (e.g., DPA
resistance) [88]. However, none of these solutions provide a means to allow for arbitrary secure
hardware; even the solutions using an FPGA cannot provide all the properties of a secure hardware
system while still allowing reprogrammability of this hardware. SDSHW enables the ability to
design arbitrary secure hardware with a flexible root of trust on top of the flexible platform by
breaking the traditional trust relationships that were described in Chapter 2.
With all this previous work, however, we ask the question: Why hasn’t this been solved before? Previous research has implemented various different secure hardware systems and has used
FPGAs to provide security functionality, so extending them to provide the complete security properties would appear to be trivial. However, we identify that prior research leverages processes
we remove, as our system breaks these process trust relationships that exist in traditional secure
hardware. These processes enable prior work with FPGAs to achieve the needed security to provide their applications, but their presence violates the properties of secure hardware when run on a
reconfigurable platform.
To summarize this process trust: prior work in use of FPGAs for secure hardware requires trust
in a provisioner or developer whose hardware design is executing in the FPGA, and this party can
change the configuration at will. The hardware in the FPGA therefore has to trust the processes
that the provisioner maintains for both the hardware to be secure and for it to even provide its
function. This differs from traditional secure hardware process trust, as the functionality of the
hardware still cannot be changed, even if the process trust is violated. With an FPGA, the process
trust and the functionality trust are linked, as the functionality of the FPGA can be changed after it
has been programmed at any time.
We remove this process trust in SDSHW by putting the device, rather than an external party,
in control of its own reconfiguration. This prevents hardware from being overwritten or modified
without detection, meaning that it can maintain the properties of functionality and isolation, since
updates will always be detected and will require approval from the device to be applied. We
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provide this with SDSHW’s novel self-provisioning system, which leverages a minimal amount
of fixed silicon hardware commonly found in FPGAs to ensure that only authorized hardware can
exist in the FPGA. On top of that, we provide an update protocol that requires authorization from
the FPGA before new hardware can be authorized based on security policies established during
provisioning, allowing for the reprogrammability of the FPGA to still be used.
The removal of process trust enables SDSHW, as we can now use the reprogrammability of
FPGAs to provide secure hardware applications with the same properties as hardware. This enables
system provisioners and application developers to take control over the design decisions of secure
hardware implementations by giving them the freedom to chose the features required to support
their applications, as any device can be used to support any feature. As we can implement SDSHW
on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, developers are further empowered to design their
own devices if existing system provisioners refuse to provide a feature in an existing device.
In the rest of this chapter, we will describe the design of the SDSHW platform and the implementation of our proof-of-concept applications, along with an evaluation of their performance.
Specifically, we make these contributions:
Provide secure hardware self provisioning: In order to provide the security properties of hardware in an FPGA, the designed functionality of a secure hardware application must be fixed to only
provide this application without any vectors for observation or interference. To provide this, we
have implemented a method for FPGAs to provision themselves so that only authorized hardware
can exist in the FPGA and that the FPGA is isolated from the rest of this system, thus providing
these properties.
Identify Minimal Fixed Hardware:

In order for the self-provisioning system to be able to

configure the FPGA to provide the needed properties, the actions of the self-provisioning system
need to be permanent and unable to be circumvented. To do this, we have identified a minimal
amount of fixed secure hardware that enforces the configuration of the self-provisioning process.
This effectively allows the self-provisioner to extend the properties of this fixed secure hardware
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to the reprogrammable hardware; if this fixed hardware remains secure, so will the FPGA.
Create the SHSHW platform:

We have designed a platform that allows secure hardware to

be implemented in an FPGA. The Software Defined Secure Hardware platform leaves the choice
of features to implement up to the system provisioner and application developers, allowing for
flexible roots of trust, easy extension, and security updates.
Implement SDSHW on COTS hardware: To demonstrate the practicality of SDSHW, we have
developed a prototype implementation on a COTS SoC. We then prove the flexibility our framework by implementing several secure hardware modules and applications and evaluate these applications to determine the necessary performance trade-offs that must be considered when implementing secure hardware on our platform.

4.2

Related Work

SDSHW allows application developers and system provisioners to have control over the secure
hardware features that are available in a device. As mentioned previously, there has been significant
prior research on secure hardware in various forms, from different secure hardware features to
improvements on existing models, and even work that has leveraged FPGAs to varying degrees.
Here, we differentiate ourselves from this prior research and explain how none of this technology
can provide the same capabilities as SDSHW.

4.2.1

Software-based Solutions

Due to the difficulty of designing and implementing secure hardware in silicon, many systems
rely on software to define much of the functionality of a system, such as firmware and CPU microcode [89, 90]. However, other systems go further by designing special isolated environments
and even exposing these systems to run arbitrary software. However, these systems are essentially
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software built on top of a secure hardware foundation. Though the software can be updated to
modify the system’s security, the underlying platform cannot.

4.2.2

Secure Coprocessors

A secure coprocessor is a separate execution environment for software that is isolated from the
rest of the system by the physical design of its interconnects. These systems execute some software that can securely generate and execute upon secret state, as the hardware prevents this state
from being observed. The most common example of these systems is the Trusted Platform Module, which is a secure coprocessor that executes a software application that presents an industrystandardized API [91, 92]. These APIs allow systems to request cryptographic operations to be
performed using keys stored securely in the TPM, allowing tasks such as encryption to be performed without risk of exposing these keys. Such capabilities are essential to data protection as
is used by disk encryption in Chrome OS [93], Microsoft Bitlocker [94], and Nokia mobile platforms [95].
Although few problems have been found in the specification of TPMs, the rigor in designing
the specification has caused problems for its usefulness, and has even caused applications to seek
alternatives [96]. The time required to implement new TPM hardware meant that an implementation was not available when needed by an application, which forced Microsoft to re-implement the
TPM spec in a trusted execution environment. This shows that secure coprocessors can provide
the needed security with a software-based approach, but that the inflexibility of the system’s feature sets is still a problem. SDSHW would have solved this problem by allowing for an existing
hardware device to be updated to support a new standard, rather than requiring new hardware to be
manufactured.

4.2.3

Trusted Execution Environments

A more flexible approach than existing secure coprocessors is to isolate arbitrary code from
the rest of the system. The two most prominent implementations of TEEs are ARM TrustZone and
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Intel SGX, both of which implement an isolated execution environment on an otherwise standard
CPU [97, 80]. Though the method for loading code into these systems differs, each allows the
isolated code to be interacted with using special CPU instructions, allowing the code to implement
its own API and present it as a service to other software in the system. For example, Microsoft has
used TrustZone to implement a firmware-based TPM when updated implementations of the TPM
specification were unavailable [96].
These systems are not without problems, however. ARM TrustZone lacks both a method to
store secrets and a means to ensure that the correct code is loaded into the secure environment.
These features must be provided by separate secure hardware systems, such as secure boot (to authorize correct code) and replay-resistant storage (to securely protect persistent state) [96]. However, neither of these features is provided directly by TrustZone and they are not commonly found
together at the same time in ARM systems that are TrustZone enabled. Microsoft was able to solve
this by designing their own hardware and partnering with manufacturers, but other application
developers do not have this option.
SGX has been well studied to reveal potential attacks on its implementation due to its more
complete feature set and its availability on traditional desktop and server CPUs, which makes
it both more interesting and easier to study. Research has found many vulnerabilities in SGX’s
implementation and have proposed software patches on SGX programs to work around them, such
as to address problems from cache side channels, I/O side channels, and control channel attacks that
use page faults to affect execution [98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106]. Work has also been
done to allow for new features to be added to SGX or to overcome hardware limitations: Komodo
decouples hardware mechanisms from management using a privileged software monitor [107] and
SGXIO attempts to bring trusted I/O to SGX [108].
All these systems build on top of a complex hardware system (the TEE hardware) to provide
their security functions, but inherit the vulnerabilities of these platforms when they are discovered,
or have difficulty with implementation due to missing features. Developers are in general powerless
to change any functionality of the platforms beyond redesigning their application software, which
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can only go so far and cannot provide a missing hardware feature. SDSHW can be used to allow
developers to make these needed changes rather than being reliant upon silicon manufacturers to
fix vulnerabilities and provide new features.

4.2.4

Hardware-based Re-designs

Another research direction simply proposes new processor designs. Sanctum, a RISC ISA extension, mitigates software side-channels and protects DRAM access [86]. Aegis provides secure
DRAM usage to the TEE using encryption and integrity verification [109]. XOM maintains sensitive code and data in isolated containers, however, it fails to protect from memory access pattern
attacks [110]. Bastion provides a hardware supported secure hypervisor environment, protecting
hypervisors from guest VMs using virtual memory compartmentalization and secure storage [111].
Hyperwall extended this idea to provide full protection for guest VMs from potentially malicious
hypervisors by preventing direct memory access once a VM is provisioned and providing signed
evidence of memory confidentiality [112]. Iso-X offers the same properties as SGX, and protects
DRAM access using a section provisioned at boot, however, the proposed ISA changes add to the
core’s cycle time and do not protect against cache timing attacks [113].
These solutions are only addressing point problems with secure hardware, adding missing features for specific applications without addressing the overall problem of features sets (just adding
another column to Table 4.1 with a different set of filled in and empty circles). SDSHW tackles
this problem directly by allowing application developers to select the needed features, meaning
that any combination of these solutions could be put together in a system, rather than requiring
new silicon to be manufactured for each application.

4.2.5

Programmable Co-processors and FPGA Solutions

The avenues of prior research most closely related to SDSHW are the work on programmable
co-processors. For example, the SAFES architecture demonstrates the use of FPGA components to
provide security primitives and guarantee invariants in program execution [87]. These works break
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Figure 4.1: Process Trust Process trust and functionality trust are the two different trust relationships we identify. Functional trust is a one-time promise to implement the functionality of a
system, whereas process trust is the continued trust of an entity for the system to operate correctly.
Traditional FPGAs can be reprogrammed from any source, and so functional and process trust are
not differentiated. When used with IP protection and anti-tamper technology, FPGAs lock their
process and functionality trust to a single source. In SDSHW, self-provisioning allows for a single
source of the initial functionality, and the update system allows for the device itself to mediate
process trust.
down into primitives implemented in FPGAs [114, 115, 116], or programmable designs [117,
118, 87]. These systems make use of an FPGA to allow for hardware solutions to be developed
more quickly without the need to manufacture new hardware, and even take steps to isolate this
hardware. However, they do not actually provide the same properties of physical hardware, which
SDSHW does by preventing arbitrary reprogramming of the FPGA.
More advanced uses of FPGAs, such as products offered by Microsemi, offer a more secure
platform for running secure functions by using advanced fixed hardware blocks to implement sophisticated intellectual property (IP) protection [88]. Their products are also resistant to DPA
attacks, and are locked to allow only a trusted developer’s applications to execute in the FPGA.
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However, these systems do not go far enough to provide the same security properties as hardware,
as a hardware application cannot have any expectation of fixed functionality or isolation due to
the inherent process trust relationship with the trusted developer. SDSHW removes these process
relationship so that FPGA hardware can provide these properties.
The differences between these uses of FPGAs that provide secure hardware are shown in Figure 4.1. Security primitives implemented in FPGAs have many process trust relationships, as they
can be updated at any time (the leftmost example). The use of IP protection technology (e.g., the
Microsemi approach, in the center) reduces these process trust down to a single relationship with
the developer. SDSHW uses both IP protection and self-provisioning to allow the device itself to
mediate the process trust (the rightmost example); the application may choose to still export this
to an external entity, but it is not inherently required. It is this change of process trust that allows
for SDSHW to provide the same security benefits as hardware, where prior solutions cannot.

4.3

Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, our SDSHW platform only requires a small amount of fixed hardware, which we leverage to provide a platform that allows for custom secure hardware to be built
in programmable logic, with the same properties as secure hardware. In this section, we describe
the hardware requirements and components of our architecture.

4.3.1

Fixed Hardware Requirements

We have already identified fixed functionality and isolation as the two properties of hardware
that we are trying to provide with SDSHW. As was described in Chapter 2, one of the overall goals
of user space secure hardware is to maintain the same threat model of secure hardware while still
providing these properties.
SDSHW provides these properties while still using the reprogrammability of an FPGA, but
these same properties are seemingly incompatible with reprogrammable logic: FPGAs do not
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Figure 4.2: SDSHW Stack. The SDSHW platform is built on top of the CPU/FPGA SoC, where
the trusted (blue) secure boot is responsible for loading the SDSHW logic into the FPGA at boot,
and protecting it from the untrusted (grey) CPU and software stack. The SDSHW platform provides several secure hardware components useful for modules such as trusted execution environments, and remote attestation, that are built as applications on top of the platform.
provide fixed functionality, as they are designed to be reprogrammed, and their isolation depends
on the interface with the rest of the system. We show how to provide these properties in an FPGA
by leveraging a minimal amount of fixed secure hardware present in existing SoCs to ensure only
the trusted secure hardware is present in the FPGA, and that it is configured to be isolated from the
rest of the SoC.
Our platform achieves security by bootstrapping the FPGA into a secure state and authorizing an initial hardware design to execute in the FPGA. A self-provisioning process configures
the secure hardware to isolate the FPGA from the rest of the system and prevent unauthorized
hardware from being loaded into the FPGA. The initial configuration that is authorized by the selfprovisioning system may include an update subsystem that can authorize future updates based on a
security policy established at provision time, which is also encoded in the application’s logic. Future updates are therefore possible, but only if they conform to this security policy that is enforced
by the hardware in the FPGA. The fixed secure hardware prevents any other hardware from ex-
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isting in the FPGA and prevents all external interference with this hardware, thus providing fixed
functionality and isolation, and also ensures that the security policy implemented by the update
system cannot be circumvented.
Essential to the operation of SDSHW are specific requirements of this fixed secure hardware
in any device, as these systems are used by the self-provisioning system to protect the FPGA.
Specifically, we require the following fixed hardware capabilities:
1. Anti-tamper logic that can isolate the FPGA from external access and reprogramming that
can be disabled after the FPGA is configured at system startup.
2. A secure boot technology that is capable of configuring the FPGA with an authorized hardware configuration, based on verifying a signature over potential configuration bitstreams at
boot.
3. A secure storage system accessible only to the FPGA that can be used to store the authorization keys that are generated during self-provisioning and programmed into the secure boot
system. The keys are needed in future for an update subsystem to authorize updates.
These requirements can be found in most COTS FPGA systems, as SDSHW reuses the secure
hardware systems used for IP protection. SDSHW uses them in a different manner, however, as
we break the process trust that these hardware systems are designed to enforce.

4.3.2

SDSHW Platform

In the previous section, we described the minimal fixed hardware needed to enable our architecture and how it is used to provide the security requirements of our platform. In this section,
we describe the three main features that allow for SDSHW to operate and how they interact to
provide the complete platform. These features are the self-provisioning system, the update system, and the secure storage system, that when combined, comprise our platform. We describe
an implementation of applications built on this platform using a commercially available device in
Section 4.4.
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Self Provisioning
The self-provisioning system is essential to providing the security properties of secure hardware, as the FPGA needs to be configured into a secure state to prevent running applications from
being compromised. Once this state has been established, any hardware configuration running in
the FPGA will have these properties: that of fixed functionality and isolation.
The secure boot system is used to provide and enforce these properties. We note that traditional
secure boot systems can be circumvented if the private key used to authorize the booted software is
leaked [14, 15, 16]. This results from the inherent process trust that is used with most secure boot
systems: the keys used to authorize new booted data are held by a party external to the system.
The secure boot system is therefore dependent on this party for its security to be maintained; even
though there are no implementation flaws in the system, this trust can be abused, as has been
shown. However, we have stated that one of the contributions of SDSHW is that we break these
process trust relationships.
The self-provisioning system does this by generating all secure boot keys inside of the device, rather than leaving them in the hands of an external party. This breaks the process trust
relationships of secure hardware that rely on the silicon manufacturer to maintain state as these
relationships are defined as the external party having control of this key, which is shown in Figure 2.1. As prior incidents have shown, these relationships can cause the security of secure boot
to be removed without any flaws existing in the hardware itself. If this were to occur in SDSHW,
then an unauthorized FPGA configuration could be loaded by compromising secure boot using
these relations, thus also negating the property of fixed functionality that we provide. Therefore,
SDSHW has to break these relationships to meet our stated goals, which is achieved by generating
the keys internally.
Secure boot systems typically operate by verifying a signature over code at boot. The device
maintains the public keys, while an external party keeps the private keys to allow them (and only
them) to sign updates. In SDSHW, the self-provisioning system generates these keys on the device
and programs the public key to the secure boot system and signs an initial hardware configuration.
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The system provisioner is responsible for providing this self-provisioning system and selecting this
initial hardware configuration, which is illustrated as the additional functional trust in Figure 2.1.
It is assumed that the secure boot system will only load a correctly signed hardware configuration into the FPGA, meaning that only a configuration signed by this key can ever exist in the
FPGA. Therefore, to support the update system of SDSHW, the generated key must be retained,
and so is stored in the secure storage system. Assuming that the secure boot system cannot be circumvented or disabled, as we require, the only way to load an unauthorized configuration directly
into the FPGA would be to break the cryptography used by secure boot, such as by generating an
RSA signature without the correct private key.
The self-provisioning system must also ensure that the FPGA is isolated from the rest of the
system to provide the fixed isolation property. This is simpler to achieve in theory, as most FPGAs
contain anti-tamper logic to protect running bitstreams. The self-provisioning system must either
set system configurations that prevent reconfiguration and readback access to the FPGA after boot,
or ensure that these settings are set each time the system boots. This can be done by configuring
global system registers or by signing a trusted bootloader (or other boot-time code) that will always
perform these actions. Unfortunately, configuring these systems is very device-specific compared
to secure boot systems, and so a specific sequence of actions cannot be prescribed for all situations.
The system provisioner is responsible for selecting or customizing the self-provisioning system so
that it is targeted to a particular device, and is therefore designed to set up the system’s anti-tamper
logic correctly for how it is implemented in that system.

Secure Update System
The self-provisioning system essentially ‘locks’ the FPGA to a single hardware configuration at
provisioning, meaning that no other secure hardware implementations can exist in the FPGA after
is has been provisioned. However, one of the stated goals of SDSHW is to allow for updates to
be provided if they conform to the application’s security policy. This security policy is determined
by the application designer and encoded as a subsystem in their application logic that is locked
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to the FPGA during provisioning. As no other logic can exist in the FPGA after this point, this
effectively means that this security policy is established at provisioning and is enforced by the
secure boot system, which prevents any other policy from existing.
The mechanics of performing an updates are simple. An update is authorized by reading the
secure boot key from the secure storage system and signing the update, which is simply a different
FPGA bitstream from the one currently executing. This signed bitstream then replaces the current
one in the persistent storage media that the secure boot reads the boot data from. After the signature
has been generated and written, this new hardware can be booted on the next device power cycle.
The application developer must therefore implement this functionality in their update subsystem. However, they must also select the conditions for when an update will be accepted, in the
form of a security policy. Examples of these policies are:
1. Signed by the developer’s key.
2. Authorized by the end user.
3. Signed by the developer and authorized by the user.
4. No updates ever allowed.
For example, if the third option is chosen, the developer must implement the update subsystem
to verify a signature based on a key encoded into the application logic and receive some sort of
input from the user. This can be as simple as the pressing of a physical button to more complex
authentication, such as the input of a PIN or password that is compared to a value stored in secure
storage.
The application developer must make the choice about which security policy to encode into the
logic, however, if updates are to be allowed. SDSHW does not provide an implementation of this
system, as no one security policy will meet the needs of all applications. As the secure boot key is
stored in the secure storage accessible only to the FPGA, if no update mechanism is implemented
to perform these checks and then read the key, no updates can be performed.
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This update system effectively puts the FPGA in control of updates and introduces a new
process trust model, where the security of the FPGA depends on this security policy that the FPGA
itself enforces, meaning that the FPGA must trust itself to maintain its own security. This security
policy can outsource this trust to a third party by requiring an external signature, but the device
still mediates this trust. This allows updates to occur without compromising the property of fixed
functionality; no update can be made to the device without its involvement, meaning that any
application in the FPGA will be notified if its functionality is changed. Therefore, any application
in the FPGA can always be assured of its own functionality when it is running, as no update can
occur without its knowledge. When updated, this property still exists, but now a new functionality
is covered by this property.
The update system takes advantage of this self-provisioning to allow a new process trust model,
in which the device mediates its own updates. The only way for a new hardware configuration
to be booted on the device is for it to be signed with the same key as is programmed into the
secure boot hardware. This key can only be accessed by the FPGA after provisioning, meaning
that only the FPGA can authorize a new update. Any hardware configuration in the FPGA will
need to include an update subsystem in its logic that will sign a new update if it conforms to the
specific security policy that is needed by the application. As this security policy is encoded into
the actual implementation of the update system, and this update system is part of the initial FPGA
hardware configuration, it is effectively established at provision time and cannot be overwritten or
circumvented, so long as the secure boot system cannot be compromised.
Even though SDSHW does not prescribe a specific security policy, the steps that are required
to perform an update are identical, other than the enforcement of the security policy. However, the
exact methods for passing data to an FPGA and accessing the secure storage will vary for different
devices, and so it is impossible to provide a single implementation for all of these cases (the FPGA
design process only allows implementations to be targeted to a single device in any case). We do
provide an example implementation of an update system in the next section, showing that providing
such an implementation is practical and does not require significant FPGA resources.
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Secure Storage
The secure storage system is the final component of the SDSHW, and is essential for the update
system to operate. However, its design is not complicated and is also dependent on the capabilities
of the target device. We require some method to securely store the secure boot keys that are
generated during self-provisioning, as these keys are needed by the secure boot system. It is
assumed that a secure storage system exists that is only accessible to the FPGA, but the actual
interface to this system is dependent on how it is implemented in that device. For example, the
FPGA may have access to a dedicated flash storage device, or may have to share access to a
persistent storage media with a coupled CPU. All that is required is for the secure boot to be stored
in a manner that only the FPGA can access it, which can be achieved by encrypting it and storing
it in persistent storage. An encryption key can be encoded into the FPGA in a number of ways,
including using bitstream encryption, partial reconfiguration, and physically unclonable functions
(PuFs).
The self-provisioning system is responsible for storing the secure boot keys after they are
generated, meaning that it must also initialize this storage if necessary. If only a shared persistent
storage device is available, then the self-provisioning system is responsible for encrypting the
secure boot keys in a manner that allows the FPGA to access them. This means that any secure
hardware application for a device must be aware of the device’s capabilities so that application
designers know whether an encryption key needs to be generated on the device and encoded in
some way. The self-provisioning system will be aware of these requirements and will perform the
necessary encryption, possibly by loading the initial hardware into the FPGA to allows for it to use
its encoded key to perform the encryption at this stage. This implies either a standardized method
of implementing secure storage, or close interaction between system provisioners and application
developers. As application developers must already trust the provisioner and interact with them in
order for their application to be included as the initial hardware in the FPGA, we do not see this
interaction as being a barrier to usage.
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4.3.3

SDSHW Threat Model

As presented in Chapter 2, the goal of SDSHW in terms of threats is to maintain the same threat
model as secure hardware implemented in silicon, i.e., to defend against the same adversaries and
provide the same protections. That chapter defined the properties of secure hardware as fixed
functionality and isolation, which our self-provisioning system attempts to provide.
The self-provisioning system makes several assumptions:
1. The FPGA secure boot system will not let an unauthorized (e.g., unsigned) bitstream be
loaded in the FPGA.
2. The FPGA anti-tamper logic can isolate the FPGA and cannot be circumvented.
3. The secure storage protects the stored key from being read outside of the FPGA.
4. The FPGA silicon itself is implemented to not have backdoors that can compromise the
running bitstream.
The assumptions essentially require trust in the silicon manufacturer to have implemented the
FPGA correctly and non-maliciously. The secure boot hardware enforces that only the initial
hardware authorized during self-provisioning can exist in the FPGA, meaning that this bitstream
has the property of fixed functionality – only this hardware can exist in the FPGA and cannot be
modified. This assumption holds so long as the secure boot system is implemented correctly (i.e.,
there is no other way to boot a bitstream in the device once the secure boot system is enabled)
and the cryptography it relies on is correct. For example, if the secure boot verifies an RSA-4096
signature of a SHA3 hash of the bitstream, the system is secure so long as this cryptography cannot
be broken. As the secure boot key never leaves the device, there is no other way to generate a valid
signature than from within the FPGA, meaning that a new valid signature cannot be made using
this key except by the hardware that is already authorized in the FPGA.
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The secure storage system must also be able to store the key correctly. As discussed, if the
secure boot key is leaked, a valid signature can be made that will be accepted by the secure boot
system. Therefore, the secure storage system is trusted by SDSHW to be correctly implemented
as well.
The anti-tamper logic must be similarly trusted, as it isolates the FPGA from the rest of this
system. This provides the property of fixed isolation, as once hardware is loaded into the isolated
FPGA, the rest of the system cannot observe the execution of this hardware except through the
interface implemented by this hardware. As the hardware has fixed functionality, it can assume
that this interface cannot be circumvented. This only holds, however, if the anti-tamper hardware
is implemented correctly, and so the silicon manufacturer is also trusted to do this.
Finally, the silicon manufacturer is trusted to implement the FPGA itself correctly, so that there
is no backdoor or other vulnerability in the FPGA silicon that an attacker can exploit. SDSHW
relies on the trust that a bitstream loaded into the FPGA will execute the exact functionality that it
was designed to do. If an attacker can exploit a vulnerability in the FPGA to force the hardware to
perform a different function, then fixed functionality is lost.
These trust relationships can be summarized as: the silicon manufacturer must implement the
FPGA correctly and faithfully. This is the same trust model as in secure hardware, as any application must trust that is was manufactured correctly. SDSHW uses fixed secure hardware to protect
the FPGA, and the properties of this hardware are extended to the reprogrammable hardware that
is loaded into the FPGA. Assuming that this assumption holds, SDSHW can maintain the same
threat model for the initial hardware locked to the FPGA during self-provisioning.
SDSHW introduces a new threat vector, however, in the form of the update system. To maintain
the same properties as secure hardware, this update system must not be exploitable to allow for an
attacker to load an unauthorized bitstream into the FPGA. The definition of “authorized,” however,
varies depending on the security policy implemented by the secure hardware update system itself.
If an attacker can meet this security policy, then they can cause hardware to be loaded, as it will
be authorized. Therefore, applications must decide which security policy to choose and are trusted
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to implement it correctly. For example, if hardware requires both user authorization and an update
signed by the developer, the application is trusted to prompt the user correctly for this input and
determine the correct type (e.g., input of a PIN, pressing of a trusted input, or even a combination
of both) and that the signature verification is performed correctly and cannot be forged. This
update mechanism makes a choice to export some process trust to the developer, but still mediates
this trust by requiring the update to be verified by the hardware being updated. So long as this
update system is implemented correctly, fixed functionality can be maintained, as the hardware
will always be executing the functionality it was designed to perform; if updated, this occurs using
this functionality and is an extension of the hardware’s properties.
SDSHW does not make any attempt to defend against threats that secure hardware is vulnerable to. FPGAs are not inherently more resistant to advanced physical adversaries and ‘decapping’
attacks that other silicon systems. In an FPGA, such attacks would likely need to be performed
while the FPGA is still powered to directly observe the state of the running hardware, but attackers
could potentially attack the secure storage to discover state instead. Power attacks, such as glitching attacks and power analysis, are also possible with FPGAs, just as they are possible with silicon.
In short, SDSHW provides the same threat model as secure silicon hardware, but does not provide
any additional protections. That is not the goal of this dissertation; we merely wish to prove that
using SDSHW is as secure as secure hardware, not more secure.
Furthermore, SDSHW does not defend against the applications themselves being implemented
incorrectly. Just as in secure silicon, an SDSHW application must not accidentally expose its data
or allow its execution to be hijacked. SDSHW does not provide a framework in which secure
hardware applications gain increased security, but only provides a platform for them to be implemented. Applications are still responsible for not compromising their own security, just as they are
in a silicon application.
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4.4

SDSHW Platform Implementation

To illustrate the capabilities of Software Defined Secure Hardware, we implemented our platform on a modern FPGA and built several proof-of-concept applications. Specifically, we used
the Xilinx ZCU102 Evaluation Board 1 , which consists of a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ FPGA that
couples a quad-core ARM Cortex A53 CPU with Xilinx’s programmable logic fabric as separate
subsystems on the same SoC. In this section, we illustrate how we implemented the three core
aspects of our platform (self-provisioning, secure storage, and a secure update) on this FPGA. The
FPGA contains secure fixed hardware that is largely intended for intellectual property protection
and anti-tampering defenses, which makes it compatible for our requirements. In the sections to
follow, we describe two secure hardware applications we built on top of this platform: a secure
filesystem protected by hardware encryption similar to Apple’s Secure Enclave (Section 4.5) and
an isolated software execution environment with remote attestation similar to Intel’s SGX (Section 4.6).
Our complete implementation consists of the self-provisioning process, which initializes the
FPGA to provide its security properties and authorize initial hardware, the secure storage system, to hold the secure boot keys, and the secure update system, which is implemented as another
application in the initial hardware. The applications from Sections 4.5 and 4.6 are applications
implemented in two separate bitstreams, which also include the needed secure storage logic to
support these applications an the secure update system. These bitstreams are provisioned separately into our SoC for each application during its evaluation, meaning that we perform the the
self-provisioning for each application on the SoC, using the bitstream for each application individually for each evalutation. In the following sections, we present how the individual components of
SDSHW are implemented, which are common to each of the applications presented in Sections 4.5
and 4.6.
1

https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/ek-u1-zcu102-g.html
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4.4.1

Self-Provisioning

The self-provisioning system of SDSHW is needed to establish the FPGA into a secure state,
and as such, allows SDSHW to provide its security properties. The first step to implementing
SDSHW is to provide this system. This implementation must interface with the secure hardware
proved by the FPGA to configure the secure boot system correctly and to set the correct anti-tamper
configuration.
The SoC we are using contains secure boot hardware, but this hardware can only be configured
from the coupled CPU. The same can be said for the SoC’s anti-tamper hardware- it provides the
capabilities we need, but also is only accessible to the CPU. This means that the self-provisioning
system must be implemented as a small provisioning operating system that runs on the SoC before
it has been configured.
As our SoC is a Xilinx product, it uses a proprietary standard for loading software and bitstreams into the device. The boot flows follows a series of steps, which are executed by a fixed
bootloader, known as the Boot ROM. This bootloader exists as a small amount of code in a onetime writeable memory that is programmed when the SoC is in Xilinx’s production facilities, and
afterwards cannot be changed. The SoC CPU is hard-wired to load this code at power-on, which
then performs a number of actions:
1. The Boot ROM is loaded and examines the boot mode from jumper settings. Our implementation always assumes these are set to boot off an SD card.
2. in SD card boot, the Boot ROM loads the file ‘boot.bin’ off the SD card’s first partition. This
file is in Xilinx’s proprietary format.
3. The Boot ROM examines system to see if authentication or decryption of the boot.bin file is
required. On the first boot of self-provisioning, this will not be required. After provisioning,
this will be required.
4. If no authentication is required, the Boot ROM loads the first partition of the boot.bin file,
the First Stage Bootloader (FSBL). The FSBL then loads other partitions from the boot.bin
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file, including the FPGA bitstream and operating system. The FSBL programs the bitstream
to the FPGA and loads the operating system into memory.
5. If authentication is required, the Boot ROM must first derypt the FSBL. The Boot ROM reads
the public key from the boot.bin file, and uses a fixed Keccak-384 accelerator to compute
the hash of the RSA-4096 public key. The resulting hash is compared to a hash stored in
the eFUSE array (one-time programmable configuration registers). Assuming that the hash
matches, the Boot ROM then uses the public key from the boot.bin file to verify signatures
of the file’s partitions (e.g., FSBL, bitstream and operating system). The Boot ROM loads
the FSBL if these signatures pass, and then performs the previous step.
Secure boot in our SoC is therefore implemented as RSA-4096 signatures of Keccak-384
hashes. During self-provisioning, the provisioning OS will be loaded without authentication as
a specially-prepared boot.bin file, using Xilinx’s tools. The OS will be provided the initial bitstream, FSBL and OS that will boot in future power cycles, and will generate the device-specific
secure boot RSA-4096 keypair. The OS will then generate a new, signed boot.bin using these keys
and the initial hardware, FSBL and OS, using Xilinx’s tools to generate the correct proprietary
format.
The self-provisioning OS will then perform a Keccak-384 hash of the public key and store it
into the secure boot eFuse configuration registers; it stores the complete keypair into secure storage
(the OS also initializes the secure storage, as is described later). The self-provisioning system does
not directly perform any system configuration of anti-tamper logic in our SoC, as these settings
are lost on reboot. Instead, these are done with the FSBL that is included in the signed FSBL,
meaning that the system provisioner must have selected or designed this FSBL to perform the
correct actions.
For our device, the FSBL disables the processors ability to reprogram the FPGA (through the
processor configuration access port), disables JTAG access, and locks out access to the system
interconnect access control logic from the CPU. This is performed on each boot, and is enforced
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by the SoC’s secure boot system. Thus, the secure boot system effectively isolates the FPGA from
the CPU and prevents the CPU from reconfiguring the system to get access back.2
After the OS finishes these tasks, the SoC is provisioned correctly and can boot in future
to launch the initial secure hardware. As all boot will be required to be signed, and only one
compatible boot.bin file was ever generated, only this hardware can ever exist, assuming the keys
are never leaked from the secure storage.

4.4.2

Secure Storage

As mentioned in the previous section, the self-provisioning operating system has to initialize
the secure storage system on our SoC. This is because our SoC does not have any persistent storage
connected to the FPGA. Therefore, we had to implement a separate set of steps to make secure
storage work.
The secure storage system is implemented as two parts: a subsystem in the FPGA secure
hardware logic is implemented by the developer to encrypt data before it leaves the FPGA, and a
proxy agent running on the CPU (e.g., in the operating system) receives encrypted data and writes
it to persistent storage, or reads it back and provides it to the FPGA. This means that during selfprovisioning, the OS must launch the initial hardware and run the secure boot keypair through this
subsystem in the FPGA in order for it to be encrypted such that the FPGA can later decrypt it.
We recognize that this method of secure storage is effective for storing data that never changes
(e.g., the secure boot keypair), but is not sufficient for storing secure hardware application state.
For many FPGA applications, replay-resistant secure storage is needed. To provide this, we make
use of an AES accelerator that exists in our SoC to be used for bitstream encryption, but can also
be used by the CPU for general-purpose encryption. This is shown in Figure 4.3.
This AES accelerator the SoC to encrypt or decrypt using a key stored in a special secure
storage implemented as battery-backed RAM (BBRAM). The BBRAM is implemented to be write2

This process is highly customized to our SoC. Other systems may have completely different access control systems
or connections between the the FPGA and CPU. Even in Xilinx systems, such as Zynq7000 devices, the precursor to
our SoC, the access control configuration is completely different.
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Figure 4.3: Secure Storage — (1) A trusted CPU agent uses the AES-GCM accelerator to decrypt
the storage from the SD card, with the encryption key stored in BBRAM. The FPGA is given the
decrypted value to read or modify. Modifications are given back to the CPU. The CPU generates
a new AES key, overwriting the old key in the BBRAM (2) and encrypts the data under this new
key, writing the ciphertext to the SD card (3). Any attempts to rollback or replay old storage data
will not succeed, as old storage can no longer be decrypted.
only to the CPU, meaning the AES accelerator is the only device able to read the key from BBRAM
after it has been written. The self-provisioning system initializes the BBRAM with a generated key
during provisioning. The CPU has the ability to use this hardware for arbitrary encryption, but as
the data that is encrypted by the FPGA is already encrypted, the AES accelerator is never able to
actually decrypt the data.
Instead, we use that fact that the BBRAM can be reprogrammed to implement replay protection. This is the only secure storage medium on the SoC that can be rewritten – there is secure
storage in a limited amount of eFuse memory for storing keys, but this memory cannot be rewritten. To implement replay protection, a new key is generated on each boot by the trusted FSBL and
programmed to the BBRAM after the current storage is decrypted and provided tot he FPGA. The
storage proxy on the CPU then simply runs any data from the FPGA through this accelerator and
stores the results on the persistent storage (SD card).
As the AES accelerator implements AES GCM, any replay of storage encrypted under an old
key will be detected and rejected. The FSBL makes use of this to provide the replay-protection.
At each boot, the FSBL loads a file holding the encrypted secure storage and decrypt it with the
accelerator, and provides it to the FPGA. The FSBL then generates a new key and encrypts the the
decrypted data under this key using the accelerator (the AES accelerator can be toggled to encrypt
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using an arbitrary key or the BBRAM key) and stores the new file, along with the old one, to the
SD card. Finally, the FSBL programs the new key to the BBRAM, overwriting the old key.
This sequence is intended to prevent a situation where power is lost when reprogramming
the BBRAM key. If power is lost at any point, either the old data or the new data will still be
decryptable, as the BBRAM will either have the old or the new key. This assumes that writing the
key to BBRAM is atomic, and requires the FPGA to wait before attempting to write data to the
secure storage until this sequence has been completed. Therefore, the FSBL will also provide a
signal to the FPGA to indicate when complete and the secure storage is available for writing, via
the storage proxy.
The primary risk to this system is denial-of-service by the operating system. The OS may refuse
to execute the proxy, preventing the FPGA from writing to secure storage, or may remove the use
of the AES accelerator by replacing the proxy with a different implementation. Unfortunately,
these risks cannot be avoided without the FPGA having direct access to storage. The risk can be
mitigated by increasing the collateral damage of such an attack. This can be achieved by having
the FSBL interact with the FPGA to increment a counter in the secure storage after the replayprotection sequence has occurred, and then provide a measurement of the secure storage, and
allow the FPGA to store this as well, before the FPGA interacts with the untrusted proxy. This
allows the FPGA to detect a DoS attack, as the FPGA will be able to tell if the hash of the storage
is the same between boots, which indicates that the proxy is not writing the FPGA’s storage when
the FPGA requests it. In this case, the FPGA can refuse to execute, and even can shut down the
system, if configured with that capability.
On the FPGA side, the secure storage is implemented as a simple microcontroller, using the
Microblaze soft CPU, that receives encrypted data from the CPU and decrypts it, placing the data
into isolated buffers for each subsystem in the FPGA that needs access to it. This microcontroller
listens for write requests from each of these applications and writes the data back to the CPU
on these requests (accomplished by watching signals from the applications in these buffers in the
FPGA). This microcontroller also performs the hash checks on the secure storage by interacting
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with the FSBL on startup, and is wired with the ability to put the FPGA into reset if it detects
malicious behavior by the untrusted proxy.

4.4.3

Secure Update System

The final component of SDSHW is the update system. Although we are unable to prescribe
a single implementation, as that would require selecting a single security policy for all users of
SDSHW and implementing a system that relies on features of a certain FPGA, we do provide
an example system that works on our SoC and should be reasonable for many applications. The
security policy we select is developer authorization via an ED25519 signature over the update
bitstream and local user authorization through the input of a PIN from the operating system, and
the toggling of a button connected directly to the FPGA.
The update system is implemented as a subsystem in the SDSWH platform that runs each of
the example applications described in the next sections. This subsystem is connected to the secure
storage microcontroller with a separate buffer, and only this buffer is allowed to access the secure
boot key, as hard-coded into the microcontroller’s operation. The subsystem is also connected to
the CPU and exposes an API to allow for a potential update to be loaded. The subsystem has a
hard-coded ED25519 public key of the developer (i.e., our public key, as we are the developer).
The security policy for updates requires that any updates be signed by this public key, a user
must input a PIN, and a physical button must be pressed. This PIN is not present until a user sets
it, and is set by the first user that takes ownership of the device. The update system is wired to the
reset system of the FPGA as well as the secure storage, and holds the rest of the secure hardware
in reset if a PIN is not set. A PIN can be specified through the same API exposed to the CPU, and
once a PIN is first written, the update system stores it in the secure storage and allows the FPA to
execute.
During self-provisioning, the self-provisioning OS also signed a special update OS that is
booted by the FSBL in this situation, and is signed by the secure boot keypair. When an update is specified, the CPU sets a flag indicating an update request and reboots. The FSBL sees
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this flag and boots the trusted update OS, rather than the untrusted normal OS. The update OS
provides a PIN attempt, the update, and an ED25519 signature over the update to the hardware
update subsystem.
If the signature checks pass and the PIN attempt was correct, the update system toggles an LED
and the user pushes a button as the final update authorization. If too many PIN attempts are made
(e.g., we set five attempts as this threshold), the update system refuses to accept the update during
this power cycle and records the number of PIN attempts made. The system then requires a certain
number of power cycles before attempts are again accepted (this is to emulate anti-hammering
systems used by TPMs).
Assuming all the authorization steps are performed correctly, the update subsystem provides
the secure boot key to the trusted update OS, which then uses the Xilinx tools to sign the new
update and generate a new signed boot.bin file. The update OS then attempts to securely wipe the
key from memory, clears the update flag, and reboots. Now the new, updated hardware can be
executed in future boots.
The main vulnerability in this system is the need to expose the key outside of the FPGA so
that it can be used by Xilinx’s tools. Unfortunately, so long as the format of the boot.bin file is
proprietary, this will be required, as a compatible file cannot otherwise be generated. This leaves
the secure boot key vulnerable to memory attacks, such as a cold-boot attack, where the key could
theoretically be extracted from memory, even though the update operating system is trusted and
does not execute any external code or open any network connections. This risk is reduced due to
the fact that we require the user to provide physical authorization, but can be exploited if a valid
update is provided, the user’s PIN is compromised, and the attacker has physical access to the
system (a user could theoretically prevent a cold boot attack if they are legitimately applying an
update, so long as their device is not stolen during the process). Unfortunately, this is a limitation
imposed by Xilinx’s implementation of the device and cannot be completely solved 3 .
3

We could implement a simple Linux OS in the FPGA on a Microblaze CPU to use the Xilinx tools, but the needed
resources would likely be too much for our FPGA, if other applications are to be supported.
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4.5

Secure Filesystem

As a first secure hardware application that builds on our platform, we implemented an encrypted filesystem that provides functionality similar to Apple’s Secure Enclave. In this application, an amount of data is protected by hardware from access outside the device by encrypting it
using a key that is stored in the secure storage that cannot be exported. An AES encryption engine
in the secure hardware application is the only component that can read this key and the untrusted
operating system passes data to be encrypted or decrypted when it is accessed. In addition, the
encryption engine will not perform any operations until a PIN has been provided correctly within
a certain number of attempts. The operating system will provide the PIN to the hardware to unlock
the key, and only then can data be decrypted.

Comparison to the Secure Enclave

Similar to Apple’s solution, the PIN is intended to prevent

access to the encrypted data without requiring a long password from a user. Apple provides a
similar solution in its iPhones that prevents access to a device and its storage after a certain number
of PIN attempts have been reached. Apple’s Secure Enclave technology enforces this by encrypting
all storage with a key that is held by a secure storage system and accessible by a secure coprocessor
running trusted code. This code will not boot or decrypt the system if the PIN attempt is exceeded.
Our system attempts to emulate this functionality by not unlocking the storage without a successful
PIN entry, and then locking out further attempts. We make use of the secure storage system of the
FPGA to keep track of PIN attempts, in addition to securely storing the key.

PIN Initialization To initialize the secure hardware application when it is first used, a user will
provide an initial PIN that will be stored in the secure storage (i.e., if no PIN is in the secure storage,
the first one received will be stored). This implements a TOFU (trust-on-first-use) security model,
which should be sufficient, as no sensitive information can be stored using the system if the PIN is
not set (the hardware will not perform encryption without a PIN entry). To transfer to a new user,
the system can be reset using the update mechanism in factory reset mode, as described below.
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Update and Reset To make use of the update capabilities that are provided by our platform, we
also designed an update mechanism in the trusted hardware that has certain application-specific
requirements, which can also be used to factory reset the system (i.e., clear the encrypted storage
and allow for a new PIN to be set). In order to allow new hardware to be authorized to run in the
FPGA, the hardware requires the currently set PIN to be entered correctly. However, in the cases
where the PIN needs to be reset, the hardware will also accept a new PIN, but will first generate a
new encryption key and delete the previous one, effectively deleting the data that was protected by
this key. In this case, a new PIN can be set, and then can be used to update the hardware. Once the
PIN has been set correctly, the hardware will release the secure boot key to sign the new hardware
configuration. As this is part of the secure hardware application, these requirements also cannot be
circumvented.

Access from the Operating System To interface with this system, we also designed a FUSE
(File Systems in Userspace) filesystem that encrypts and decrypts its contents by passing them
through the hardware encryption engine after a successful PIN has been provided. We use the
Python FUSE bindings to implement it, and present a performance benchmark of the filesystem in
Section 4.7.

4.6

Secure Coprocessor with Remote Attestation

For the second example, we implemented a secure hardware application that provides similar
features to Intel’s SGX secure trusted execution environment, namely hardware-enforced software
isolation and remote attestation (illustrated in Figure 4.4). The hardware is centered on the use of
Xilinx’s MicroBlaze soft processor [119] to realize the isolated software execution environment,
and we developed software tools to allow applications to be built in a similar manner to the SGX
software development kit (SDK). In this section we elaborate on the hardware design, the software
development kit to develop software applications, and an example software application (password
manager) that was built with our software development kit.
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Figure 4.4: Secure Coprocessor and Remote Attestation Design Here we run the FPGA as a
coprocessor and are able to enforce software isolation and perform remote attestation. A remote
attestation client uploads a program to an untrusted server. The program is launched in a MicroBlaze CPU in the FPGA by trusted logic, which also signs the program code and performs a key
exchange. The driver communicates with the program in the MicroBlaze over a shared buffer and
relays data to the client.

4.6.1

Hardware Design

Isolated Software Execution Environment
To provide software isolation and remote attestation, we implemented a MicroBlaze soft CPU
inside the FPGA as part of the secure hardware application. Any code that executes in this CPU is
isolated from the untrusted operating system and can be trusted to execute once loaded. In order to
securely program this CPU, we utilize custom logic that ensures that any trusted code (i.e., a trusted
“enclave” program, similar to SGX) is loaded, and that a hash of this program and a signature are
performed. This “enclave logic” accepts binaries to run in the isolated CPU (i.e., the enclave CPU)
and programs the enclave CPU memory directly, while simultaneously calculating a SHA512 hash
of the program. Only this logic has direct access to the enclave CPU’s memory, so the only way to
change the program is to overwrite it with a new program.
In addition, this logic reads an ECDSA private key from the secure storage, and uses this key
to sign the hash of the signature and a message from the enclave CPU during the remote attestation
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Trusted Enclave Logic

Remote Verifier

Sig(enclave, SKv ), enclave
Program Launch Success
Sig(PKv|nonce, SKv ), PKv
Sig(PKenclave |Hash(enclave), SKel ), PKenclave |Hash(enclave)

Figure 4.5: Remote Attestation Sequence: In the remote attestation protocol, the remote verifier
uploads a program (enclave) signed by its private key (SKv ). The enclave launches the program and
notifies the verifier, which then requests an attestation by sending its signed public key (PKv ). The
enclave logic uses this key to derive a shared secret for the enclave and responds with a signature
of an ephemeral public key for the enclave (PKenclave ) and the hash of the enclave, signed by a
long-term key for the enclave logic (SKel ).
process. As shown in Figure 4.4, a remote client can upload a program to services running in the
untrusted operating system, which will then pass the program to the enclave logic. This logic will
then launch the trusted code on the MicroBlaze CPU in the FPGA. An untrusted program (i.e.,
the “Enclave driver”) can interact with this code through the enclave logic using a special shared
memory buffer that is designated for this purpose.

Remote Attestation
The attestation protocol implemented by our secure hardware and companion software is shown
in Figure 4.5. In this protocol, a remote verifier uploads a program signed by its Ed25519 private
key (SKv ) [120]). The program will be launched by the enclave logic, and the verifier will be
notified upon completion. The verifier will request an attestation by uploading its signed public
key (PKv ). The enclave logic generates an ephemeral key pair for this attestation to establish a
shared secret for the enclave (PKenclave , SKenclave ), and signs PKenclave and the hash of the enclave
program with its long-term attestation key (PKel , SKel ). The enclave sends these to the verifier,
along with a certificate chain configured at provision time by the root of trust for this device. Using this certificate, the verifier then verifies the signature and checks that the hash matches the
expected hash of the uploaded enclave program. If so, the verifier can calculate a shared secret us-
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ing PKenclave and SKv , just as the enclave logic calculates a shared secret using PKv and SKenclave .
Using this shared secret known only to the verifier and the isolated enclave, a secure channel can
be established.

Random Number Generation
To generate secure ephemeral keys during this process, we have included a cryptographic random number generator within the trusted hardware of the FPGA, as implemented by the Cryptech
OpenHSM project [121]. The module draws randomness from both the LSB of A/D conversion
noise as well as a ring of digital oscillators implemented as a set of adders with the carry-out inverted and fed back as carry in. This entropy is collected and hashed using SHA512 to whiten
the numerical randomness and remove any bias introduced by the entropy sources. The resulting
digest is used to seed a ChaCha stream cipher by providing the key and IV. A counter is maintained
such that the stream cipher can be reseeded when reaching a maximum number of blocks. Random
numbers are provided as a 32 bit value, which are sampled multiple times by the enclave logic to
generate secure keypairs.

4.6.2

SDK

In addition to designing the hardware of our software isolation system, we have also designed
a software development kit to make it easier to develop software applications that run in the system. Figure 4.6 shows the major components of the SDK. A developer creates untrusted code that
runs on the ARM CPU of our system in the untrusted operating system (arm.c), code that implements the trusted functions that are run in the isolated MicroBlaze CPU (mb.c), and description
of the API the application wishes to use to communicate between the trusted and untrusted code
(interface.json). This interface describes the inputs and outputs of the trusted code as well as the
function signatures of the specific methods. The developer also has access to the enclave library
(encl.h, encl.c) that provides functions to launch an enclave, which is done by interacting with the
enclave logic.
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Figure 4.6: SDK Development Flow The enclave library (green) provides functions the software
developer needs to launch an enclave and perform remote attestation. The developer writes their
code (orange) that they wish to run on the ARM CPU and the isolated MicroBlaze CPU, while
calling the desired functions in the enclave library. The enclave library and user created code are
fed into the SDK (blue), which cross compiles the code and produces executable binaries for both
the ARM CPU and the MicroBlaze CPU.
The developer provides their code to the SDK, which will use the API interface definition to
generate communication code between the MicroBlaze and the ARM CPUs using the dedicated
shared buffer. It cross-compiles the code for the ARM and MicroBlaze instruction sets respectively,
producing two binaries. The (untrusted) ARM binary loads the trusted MicroBlaze into the enclave
using the enclave library.

4.6.3

Password Manager Application

As an illustration of running isolated software in this secure hardware module, we implemented
a password manager that encrypts stored credentials under a master password. Passwords are
encrypted and decrypted in an enclave with only the encrypted data being stored in persistent
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storage. To access a password, the enclave must be provided with the encrypted data and a master
password. The enclave then derives a decryption key using this password and a device-only key
that can only be accessed from the enclave, as it is stored in the FPGA’s secure storage.
To use the manager, a user provides their master password to a client program which interacts
with the enclave. The user has the option to enter information for passwords, usernames, and
identifiers (e.g., a website). This information is given to the enclave to encrypt and passed back to
the client application to store in persistent storage. Retrieving data is acheived by interacting with
the client program and requesting data by its identifier, which will cause the enclave to decrypt it
and return it to the client. This password manager is similar in design to an example application
SGX provided by Intel [122].
Our implementation cannot remove all possible attack vectors, as the password manager must
still function to provide data in plaintext in order for it to be useful for users to interact with unmodified programs. However, we can force any attacks to be online, in the sense that the adversary
must query the password manager in the trusted enclave, rather than simply be able to make copies
and reveal the entire database. This is because the encrypted password database can only be decrypted using the user’s master password and the FPGA’s device-only key. Even if the database is
exported and the user’s password is compromised, the data cannot be decrypted without interacting
with the enclave running on the device on which it was first encrypted. We present a performance
analysis of user interaction with the password manager in Section 4.7.

4.7

Evaluation

To understand the performance impacts of using secure hardware applications implemented
using SDSHW, we evaluate the example applications that we described previously using several
benchmark experiments. For all our applications, we continue to use the ZCU102 Evaluation Kit.
The goal of these experiments is not to improve upon performance compared to their traditional
implementations, but to show what the performance trade-off is for a developer to use the more
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Figure 4.7: Filesystem Performance Write performance of a pure-Python filesystem vs. SDSHW
(FPGA) filesystem. Despite being unoptimized, the FPGA implementation still only has an average
overhead of 1.38%.
flexible platform of SDSHW versus using an existing platform, or even implementing a new version in silicon.

4.7.1

Secure Filesystem

To test the performance of our secure filesystem, we compared our Python FUSE secure hardware filesystem with a pure Python implementation executed on the coupled ARM CPU of our
device. In both implementations of our experiment, all file system operations are implemented
in Python other than the data encryption calls. For the pure-Python version, a software implementation of AES-CTR encrypts all file data, while the trusted hardware version uses a naive
AES encryption system that performs the block cipher on a 16-byte input, with the CTR mode-ofoperation implemented on top of this cipher in software.
We generated and stored files from 1 KB to 4 MB in a directory mounted with each filesystem
and measured the throughput in writing these files to the encrypted storage directory. Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.8: SHA512 Enclave Performance Performance of SHA512 hashes in an enclave running
in an embedded Microblaze CPU and a reference implemntation directly on an ARM CPU. The
Microblaze performance is approximately 20x slower than the reference, as expected by their
relative clock cycles.
shows the throughput achieved for each written file plotted against the size of each file. Compared
to the pure-Python filesystem, our naive hardware-backed filesystem offers a modest overhead of
less than 2%. We expect that with modest optimizations (e.g., using DMA and other bulk transfer),
our FPGA-based secure filesystem could outperform software-based implementations, as is done
in Chapter 3.

4.7.2

Enclave Performance Benchmarks

To test the performance impact of executing code on a Microblaze CPU, we designed several
microbenchmarks to test memory and computation performance, along with end-to-end performance tests. This is to show the performance impact of using the Microblaze CPU and whether
this impact is large enough to impact even low throughput, user-interactive applications. Our experiments show that the Microblaze imposes an expected performance decrease for various computational loads, but the SDK we use to develop applications and the method of data passing between
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Figure 4.9: Enclave Memory Access Performance Memory access throughput of the enclave
compared to the ARM CPU. For small memory transactions, the MicroBlaze is approximately
100x slower than the CPU, but at larger transfers, it is only 12x slower.
software and the Microblaze enclaves is not impacted to affect how performance scales. The Microblaze execution scales at the same rate as the ARM software implementation, but it has a much
lower overall performance, as is expected.

Enclave SHA512 Performance We created a program that hashes a buffer of random data using SHA512 in both an enclave and directly on the main CPU. As the enclave executes on the
embedded Microblaze CPU, we expect the performance to be much worse, and this experiment is
intended to determine if using our SDK to create enclave programs imposes additional overhead,
and what exactly the performance degradation is.
As shown in Figure 4.8, the performance of the Microblaze enclave is approximately 20x
worse than the reference implementation on the ARM CPU. However, both implementations scale
linearly with the size of the data being hashed. There does not appear to be any overhead caused by
using our SDK to develop a program for the enclave, and it appears that the execution performance
of the Microblaze CPU is the main performance bottleneck, as expected. We stress that while
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Figure 4.10: Enclave Loading Performance Performance of loading programs of various sizes
into the enclave. The throughput of loading programs is constant at approximately 35 KB/s.
our system has significantly less performance than that of pure hardware implementations, very
few secure applications require the full performance of the main processor, but instead emphasize
security, isolation, and ease of implementation over raw throughput.

Enclave Memory Access Performance To measure the memory access performance of an enclave, the enclave is simply tasked with copying an input buffer to an output buffer, and the performance is compared to the ARM CPU’s performance at the same task. As shown in Figure 4.9, we
measured an overhead for Microblaze access times ranging linearly from 100x for small chunks of
data (0-250 bytes) to 12x for larger chunks (2 Kbytes and larger).

Enclave Loading Performance Our final benchmark measures the throughput of loading enclave program binaries of various sizes. After testing using binaries ranging in size from 20 KB to
1 MB, the throughput remained constant at 35 KB/s, as is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11: Password Manager Write Performance Time spent adding passwords to the password manager when protected by an enclave and when using a reference implementation running
completely on the ARM CPU without an enclave.
Password Manager Performance Illustrating the point that the performance impact of our implementation commonly would impact a relatively small fraction of the overall perceived performance, we measured the time to add and retrieve passwords from the password manager application described in Section 4.6.3, for passwords of up to 100 characters in length. As seen in
Figures 4.11, both with and without running in an enclave results in an average 202ms latency for
encrypting new passwords (with less than 0.3 difference in the worst case). Likewise, for reasonable passwords up to 100 characters, the latency for decrypting a password from the manager is
roughly 120ms for both implementations, well within the realm of usability (for passwords much
larger than that, the impact of the performance difference does become noticeable as more time is
spent in the enclave), as shown in Figure 4.12.

Remote Attestation Performance To measure the end-to-end performance of performing a remote attestation, we implemented a private set intersection calculation program that calculates the
intersection of two sets of integers in an enclave, with one set being uploaded in encrypted form
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Figure 4.12: Password Manager Read Performance Time spent reading passwords from the
password manager using enclave-protected code (top curve) and a reference implementation running on the ARM CPU (bottom curve).
using the shared secret negotiated by the remote attestation protocol, and the other provided to the
enclave by the local host, similar to the contact discovery feature used by Signal [123]. In each
attestation, a fixed amount of data is passed in each message, which is the public key of the verifier
in one message, and then the signed public key and hash of the enclave in the response. This experiment measures the average time to pass these messages, for the enclave logic to generate the keys
and sign the message, and the time for the client to verify the response and calculate the shared
secret. After performing 1000 trials in ideal laboratory network conditions between a verifier and
the device running the trusted enclave logic, the average remote attestation time was 107.2 ms with
a standard deviation of 8.604 ms.
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Figure 4.13: Secure Hardware Layers We conceptualize secure hardware into three layers, and
depict ARM TrustZone, Intel SGX, and our own SDSHW platform. The hardware layer details
who is responsible for the fixed hardware components/silicon, the trust layer describes who controls the root of trust for the device, and modules shows implemented features on the platform.
Blocks in blue show flexible components that can be updated, while grey depicts fixed components:
for example, ARM TrustZone has a flexible root of trust that can be provisioned independent of the
device, while Intel SGX’s root of trust is fixed in hardware. SDSHW also allows future features to
be implemented after device manufacture.

4.8
4.8.1

Discussion
Trust Anchors

In traditional secure hardware systems, the root of trust is often simply the hardware manufacturer. However, in the SDSHW platform, the root of trust is configurable, as shown in Figure 4.13.
This affords a great deal of flexibility, but raises questions surrounding who or what these trust
anchors would be in practice. For instance, in a remote attestation setting, the server could easily
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configure themselves to be their own root of trust. A concrete example would be Google configuring their own servers to use a Google-rooted certificate to verify remote attestation proofs.
However, this may defeat the purpose of the remote attestation: if one trusts Google to not craft
malicious attestation proofs, why not trust them to simply run what they claim (without proof) to
run?
This example motivates the use of third-party trust anchors, independent from the parties that
use or even build the device. These trust anchors could be trusted by a large set of users or organizations, and could either provision devices themselves, or could cross-validate other parties’ root
of trust certificates, allowing them to act as intermediaries verified by the trust anchor, similar to
how certificate authorities (CA) operate in the X.509 PKI.
In the remote attestation example, a third party trust anchor (e.g. Verisign) may audit and
review a secure hardware implementation written by Google, and sign certificates that allow that
specific configuration to be used in a remote attestation feature. While Verisign must be involved
in the provisioning step, thereafter, users that trust Verisign can trust that Google-provided remote
attestation proofs are valid and come from a configuration vetted by Verisign.
Another possible trust anchor could be a cloud-based data center such as Amazon EC2. In
this scenario, Amazon could act as their own trust anchor, renting out access to their machines to
other companies. These companies in turn could use secure hardware features implemented and
rooted in trust from Amazon, ensuring that the company renting the VM was protected from the
data handled by this secure hardware.

4.8.2

Ideal Hardware Support

We have implemented the SDSHW platform using commodity hardware, but there may be
additional fixed hardware that could simplify or improve support of SDSHW-like flexible secure
hardware. In this section, we explore subtle architectural modifications that could improve, simplify, or further SDSHW support.
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Dedicated FPGA storage.

In our implementation, we used a combination of BBRAM and a

small kernel of trusted software to load a key into the FPGA, allowing it to later encrypt writes to
and decrypt reads from a system storage without needing to trust the CPU. A more elegant solution
could allow the FPGA to directly write to its own persistent storage that is not accessible from the
CPU.
FPGA Secure Boot. Our secure boot only supported booting trusted code into the main CPU,
which in turn could program the FPGA. This required a small amount of trusted code that would
program the FPGA, and then remove the CPU’s access to reprogram or introspect on the FPGA
before booting the untrusted OS on the CPU. An alternative, more elegant design however, could
allow the secure boot to directly program the FPGA, obviating the need for any trusted code to run
on the CPU.
FPGA control of CPU. As a further extension, the FPGA could have control over the CPU, rather
than vice versa. For example, the FPGA could be given control over the TLB, cache, and ring
level of the CPU, allowing it to halt the CPU and decide what code it should be running and from
what permission level. This would allow the FPGA to take advantage of the full power of the
CPU, running enclave code on it while keeping it isolated from the untrusted operating system and
clearing caches or encrypting memory before swapping the untrusted OS back in.
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Chapter 5
User Space Secure Hardware
The vision for this dissertation is to allow applications to dynamically execute secure hardware
modules, i.e., to let software use programmable hardware as a user space resource for defining
secure hardware. We have proposed using FPGAs to provide this capability, as an FPGA can
implement any digital circuit, and so any secure hardware system that can be implemented in
silicon can also be supported by our system. Here, we describe how to bring these two solutions
together to realize our vision of secure hardware as a user space definable resource.

5.1

Introduction

As we have stated in this dissertation, secure hardware enables applications that otherwise
cannot be implemented based on its security properties. However, because these applications are
implemented as fixed silicon, it is difficult for developers to find a platform that implements all of
the systems that they would like to have. In Chapter 3, we showed that applications can actually
include their own hardware definitions that can be executed in an FPGA dynamically. In Chapter 4, we showed that developers can have the secure hardware features they want in an FPGA by
showing how the FPGA itself can be used securely.
However, Chapter 4 requires that all hardware in the FPGA be trusted, meaning that it cannot
be shared between dynamic modules proposed by Chapter 3. This means that software cannot use
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the FPGA dynamically for secure hardware as we would prefer. The need for this capability is the
primary goal of this work and would enable a new class of applications. Essentially, any application
that needs to protect state from the rest of the system in the face of an untrusted operator, potential
threat, or risk of compromise could make use of this capability.
For example, applications that need to store sensitive financial information can store and operate on it using the secure hardware. This can be used for mobile payment systems on smartphones
and for processing off-chain cryptocurrency systems. Applications can also choose to protect arbitrary data from the rest of the system in the case of device theft, such as a file sharing application
(e.g., Dropbox). Such an application would only store encrypted data that can only be decrypted
by the secure hardware, and would be unlocked periodically by the user. In the case of device
theft, even if the entire operating system is compromised, such as by compulsion by a state-level
actor, the data stored by this application would be safe so long as the user does not unlock it, without requiring a custom hardware system to be implemented for a device to support it. Encrypted
messaging applications (e.g., Signal, Telegram) could benefit from this capability as well, as it
would allow them to ensure that data remains private even if the entire software system colludes
against it. Trusted computing systems such as cloud-focused TEEs like SGX can benefit from
this system too. Instead of requiring a general computational solution, developers could design
their own hardware that is optimized for their application and does not rely on a single hardware
implementation. This enables SGX-like applications to be built with fewer compromises, such as
an alternative implementation of the contact discovery application implemented by Signal using
SGX.
In this chapter we implement a proof-of-concept user space secure hardware module to demonstrate the potential of this system. This module is an implementation of a private-set intersection
computation, similar to Signal’s contact discovery SGX service. However, there are some challenges to making our system work using the technology presented in previous chapters. We present
these challenges here and describe how our system overcomes them in the next section. Our actual
implementation of the system and proof-of-concept applications and their evaluation follows.
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5.2

Challenges

Unfortunately, the Cloud RTR and SDSHW systems that were described in previous chapters
are not compatible with each other. SDSHW makes some assumptions and imposes requirements
on the FPGA configuration that Cloud RTR violates. If these challenges could be solved, then
Cloud RTR can implement the SDSHW platform in a device that is properly provisioned.

Cloud RTR Challenges:

Cloud RTR’s primary incompatibility with SDSHW is that it requires

the CPU to have complete control over the hardware that exists in the FPGA. SDSHW requires that
all reconfiguration and debug access into the FPGA be disabled so that secure hardware cannot be
overridden or introspected. This means that Cloud RTR cannot be implemented in a system that
has been configured for SDSHW, as these capabilities will not be available, and so Cloud RTR will
not be able to load new hardware into the FPGA even if a compatible bitstream is booted using
SDSHW.

SDSHW Challenges:

SDSHW makes an assumption that all of the hardware that is booted into

the FPGA is provided by the same entity, and so the entire FPGA is trusted to have access to
sensitive data. SDSHW does not provide any means directly for access control, such as to protect
data in the secure storage; these capabilities are left for different implementations of the platform
to provide if they are needed. The notion of loading hardware modules from different developers
dynamically violates this principle, as there is no way to ensure that these modules do not access
restricted resources maliciously.

5.3

Secure Slot Architecture

To overcome these challenges, we have identified four modifications that need to be made to
Cloud RTR and SDSHW that make them compatible with each other. These changes are to be
made to a Cloud RTR static design that executes in an FPGA that has been securely provisioned
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using SDSHW. The goal of these changes is to make a system that is compatible with Cloud
RTR reconfigurable hardware modules (e.g., has dedicated reconfigurable slots) while not using
capabilities or introducing vulnerabilities that weaken the properties of SDSHW. The changes
we make are concerned with how reconfigurable modules are loaded and the connections these
modules have to the rest of the static hardware in the FPGA.

5.3.1

Internal Reconfiguration

The primary incompatibility between Cloud RTR and SDSHW is the method for reconfiguring
the hardware in the FPGA. In Cloud RTR, the operating system on a coupled CPU has complete control over the hardware running in the FPGA, as it has access to dedicated reconfiguration
logic. SDSHW disables these features as part of the anti-tamper hardware requirements, as such
a capability would allow for a malicious operating system to override any secure hardware in the
FPGA without detection, and would thereby negate the security properties provided by the platform. However, we note that Cloud RTR does not require the ability to reconfigure the entire
FPGA, only the actual reconfigurable slots using partial reconfiguration. In addition, all modern
FPGAs include internal configuration logic, sometimes called the internal configuration access
port (ICAP). We leverage the ICAP to implement a subsystem in the Cloud RTR static design that
receives reconfigurable modules to load from the CPU and loads them into the FPGA directly.
The main challenge to implementing this system is that the data used to reconfigure the FPGA
cannot be examined to determine where in the FPGA it is being placed, e.g., if the bitstream to
load is a partial or full bitstream. This is because the format of this data is proprietary, and so
cannot be parsed. When loading the data into the FPGA, the logic must not be tricked into loading
a bitstream that overwrites the static secure hardware; only a bitstream that is intended to go into
a particular slot should be loaded. Fortunately, Cloud RTR solves this problem by requiring the
cloud compiler to sign metadata for each bitstream indicating which slot it is compiled for, in
addition to the bitstream itself. The loading logic in the FPGA must verify the signature over the
bitstream and the metadata before attempting a reconfiguration.
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Figure 5.1: Secure Slot Loading The secure slot loading system is a module (outline in green)
that has a sub-function that verifies bitstreams, metadata, and authorization data (such as checking
a signature or a PIN) before allowing a reconfiguration to take place. The provided bitstream is
then given to the ICAP controller logic if authorization is successful, and then the slot that was
reconfigured is given back to the CPU.
This logic must also maintain state about the currently executing hardware modules, as the
operating system is untrusted when running the SDSHW platform. The CPU may request that
a module be loaded into a slot that is already occupied by a different module when a different
slot is available, or request that a module be loaded into a more privileged slot. To prevent these
situations, the loading logic will maintain this state and will only load modules into slots they are
authorized to use, and not overwrite a slot if a different slot is available. Rate-limiting of slot
overwriting is also needed to prevent hardware modules from being maliciously removed, but the
limit needs to be calibrated for different device use cases. Once measured, it can be configured
into the loading logic, and the SDSHW update flow can be used to update it, if needed.
Based on these requirements, the loading logic follows this operational flow, as shown in Figure 5.1:
1. The operating system requests a module to be loaded by writing to the loading logic’s con93

trol registers, which are memory-mapped into the CPU’s address space using FPGA-CPU
interconnects.
2. The loading logic will verify the cloud compiler’s signatures over the module bitstream and
metadata.
3. Assuming the signature check passes, the loading logic will determine if the slot indicated
by the metadata is available.
(a) If the slot is available, it will load the module immediately.
(b) If the slot is not available, and there is not a rate-limit constraint that prevents loading,
the logic will overwrite the slot with the new module.
4. If a load was made, the logic will return a descriptor to the CPU of the slot by writing to a
CPU-memory mapped output register.
To further prevent abuse of slot reconfiguring, the loading system will need to implement additional access controls. Cloud RTR introduced the concept of the privileged slot, which has greater
access to system resources such as direct CPU memory access. These capabilities are useful for
secure hardware applications, but are also targets for malicious modules. Therefore, at the very
least, the loading logic will perform another signature check over the module against a whitelist of
developer public keys that are trusted not to abuse these capabilities. This whitelist can be hardcoded into the logic and updated using the SDSHW update flow. In addition, the logic can require
further authentication, such as user input of pushing a dedicated physical button or inputting an
authorization code.

5.3.2

Slot Isolation

Cloud RTR slots also do not make any claims about the security of the system. They offer
the ability to change a part of the FPGA at runtime, but not to do wo without compromising
other hardware or observing data. It has not been proven that FPGA hardware can be designed to
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Figure 5.2: Potential Slot Wire Snooping If a static application in the FPGA, such as a memory
watcher that scans for malware, is connected to the CPU through a wire that runs through a slot,
there is a theoretical potential for the wire to be snooped. Although existing compilation tool do
not allow for hardware be designed to connect to a wire in this way, it has not been proven to be
impossible.
interfere with other hardware without having direct circuitry designed to perform it, but there is a
risk of a reconfigurable module having a wire that carries sensitive data being routed through the
reconfigurable region, and in theory, it may be possible to interfere with it, with an example shown
in Figure 5.2. In addition, memory corruption attacks such as Rowhammer [124] have not been
studied in FPGAs, but since FPGAs are comprised of similar memory technology to Rowhammervulnerable systems, this attack also may be possible. To prevent these theoretical attacks, efforts
should be made in the design of the FPGA layout to prevent slots being placed near logic that is
sensitive to prevent memory corruption or wire snooping, as is recommended by the Xilinx security
guide [125].
This can be accomplished using two steps. When a design for an FPGA has been synthesized, sections of the FPGA can be physically reserved for certain logic. This process is known as
“floorplanning” and is done before routing of wires is performed (a simple example is shown in
Figure 5.3). A simple first step is to isolate the reconfigurable slots and any sensitive static logic
into physically separate regions of the FPGA in such a manner that routing will not place wires
through the slots (e.g., having these regions on opposite sides of the physical FPGA). This initial
step may be sufficient, and can be manually examined after routing has been performed. As the
routing of the static design does not change when reconfigurable modules are compiled, this step
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Figure 5.3: Floorplanned Slot In this design, the slot has been floorplanned to be isolated from
the static logic so that sensitive wires are not routed through it. In this case, it is simple, but other
that designs that have more sensitive static logic or more slots, the floorplanning and wire routing
because more difficult.
only needs to be performed once per design.
If routing cannot be isolated in this way automatically, the design must be constrained to prevent the routing of sensitive data and the placement of sensitive logic near the reconfigurable
modules. This process is more difficult to automate, but also only needs to be done once per static
design. However, using constraints in this manner reduces some of the benefits of Cloud RTR and
should only be done if absolutely necessary. Achieving isolation in this manner is left to future
work.
It should be noted that a reconfigurable module should not be able to directly read a wire that
is not part of its own logic. As the reconfigurable modules are designed as C code or synthesized
netlists and uploaded to the cloud compiler, designers should not even be able to know that such
wires exist, and any attempts to reference them should result in compilation failure.
It should also be noted that using design constraints to enforce isolation is only needed for
static designs with high resource utilization that results in high routing contention. The more extra
space there is in the FPGA that is not used by logic, the easier it is for wires to be routed without
being placed in the reconfigurable modules.
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5.3.3

Slot Preemption

As previously described, the loading logic in the secure SDSHW hardware will load reconfigurable modules into slots on request from the CPU and overwrite running modules in certain cases.
Cloud RTR specifies that modules in slots should have metadata set to indicate whether they are
preemptable or non-preemptable, meaning that they will lose important state if they are unloaded
due to time slicing. Cloud RTR allowed for this, but also recommended limiting the number of
non-preemptable modules running simultaneously, as the number of available slots in a given device is limited. This is further complicated by secure hardware applications, where preemption
may impose a danger to the system.
To address this, we require that hardware modules still include this prememption flag in their
metadata, but we also add signals to the module to indicate that a reconfiguration is going to occur.
When a module must be unloaded, the loading logic will assert a signal and wait a certain number
of cycles based on a maximum time indicated in the metadata that the module needs to store state.
The module in turn will make use of the SDSHW secure storage system to store this state. Once a
finished signal from the module is asserted or the timeout is reached, the running module will be
overwritten with the new module. This is to balance the need for secure hardware to be running
with the challenge of limited FPGA resources. All slots will be updated to include these signals,
and modules are responsible for implementing the needed state-saving logic and indicating the
time needed to do this, if they use this functionality. Modules also can still indicate that they
are non-preemptable, but again, the number of these modules running will need to be limited to
conserve resources.

5.3.4

Secure Storage Access

As previously described, the reconfigurable modules should have access to the SDSHW secure
storage system in order to safely store application state. This is needed to support many secure
hardware applications, e.g., secure cryptography and TPMs that generate and store state. In order
for reconfigurable modules to have the same capability, the secure storage must be accessible.
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CPU
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Slot 1
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FPGA
Figure 5.4: Secure Storage Proxy So that the arbitrary hardware that can be loaded into a slot
cannot read all data out of the secure storage, such as the secure boot keypair or data used by other
applications, a proxy is placed between the slots and the storage in the FPGA. Since the slots can
only change the hardware in the slot area, but not the interface to the rest of the FPGA, this is the
only way to access the storage. The storage ensures that the hardware in each slot can only access
data that it has generated, based on information on the currently running hardware from the loading
logic. Static hardware in the FPGA can be directly wired to the secure storage, as this hardware is
present at design time and all comes from trusted sources.
The secure storage system could be connected directly to the slot definitions to provide this
access, but this imposes a security vulnerability. Since SDSHW assumes that all hardware in the
FPGA is trusted, there are no access controls imposed on the secure storage, as any hardware in
the FPGA is trusted to access it. This assumption fails when hardware is loaded from unknown
developers, as unrestricted access to the secure storage would allow for access to the SDSHW
secure boot key, and would then allow it to be exfiltrated and used to take over the device.
Instead, we implement a proxy system between the secure storage and the slots definitions that
processes read and write requests to the secure storage and only allows a module to access data
that it has generated. This is only used for access to storage from the slots; any other hardware in
the static secure hardware can be connected to the secure storage, since all this hardware is from
the same trusted source. This is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.5: User Space Secure Hardware Overview User space secure hardware combines Cloud
RTR and SDSHW. Based on the six roles defined in Chapter 2, each party performs a action in the
device creation flow. In SDSH, the silicon manufacturer builds chips, the hardware assembler
builds devices from these chips and the system provisioner provisions hardware into the device. In
Cloud RTR, applications developers upload apps and hardware to the distributor and users download applications to the device that the system provisioner provisioned with SDSHW.
This system will need to know which module is running in each slot, and so will receive this
data when a slot is configured. The loading system will generate an identifier for each module,
such as its hash value, and specify this identifier and the slot that it is running in to the storage
proxy. The proxy then uses this identifier to lookup where in the secure storage to process read and
write requests. Any requests from a given slot will be assumed to come from the module identifier
that the loading logic placed in that slot; the proxy will receive a request from a slot, look up the
module identifier for the slot in its internal state, and use that identifier to look up the modules’s
data in storage.
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5.3.5

Combining Solutions

With these solutions, we have made Cloud RTR compatible with SDSHW. To provide our
complete system of user space secure hardware, we require that an FPGA be provisioned with
SDSHW and for a Cloud RTR bitstream to be executed in the provisioned FPGA. We expect
that chips are provided by silicon manufacturers that hardware assemblers can combine into a
system that provides the FPGA and fixed hardware requirements of SDSHW, which are already
available as off-the-shelf systems today. We then expect a system provisioner to have the FPGA
self-provision into a secure state that executes a modified Cloud RTR bitstream that incorporates
the solutions we have described above. Finally, application developers can design software and
hardware modules to target the Cloud RTR reconfigurable slots in the bitstream using the Cloud
RTR development flow, and the system’s operating system will have the needed interfaces to let
software load their hardware into the FPGA.
Specifically, our system is designed and used in these steps, which are outlined in Figure 5.5:
1. Silicon manufacturers provide chips with an FPGA and required fixed secure hardware.
2. Hardware assemblers take this chip and other components and assemble a device.
3. System provisioners design or select a modified Cloud RTR bitstream that incorporates our
solutions.
4. System provisioners load the SDSHW self-provisioning system into the FPGA and provide
the modified Cloud RTR bitstream as the initial configuration.
5. Developers design applications for these modified slots and upload them to the distributor.
6. The distributor provides these applications to users, and the users execute them. The applications load hardware into the secure slots as needed.
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5.4

Implementation

To prove that the realization of user-space secure hardware is feasible and that Cloud RTR can
be modified to implement the SDSHW platform, we used an existing device to demonstrate our
secure slots architecture. This system is the ZCU102 Development Kit, which couples a quad-core
ARMv8 CPU with a modern Xilinx FPGA. This system includes the required fixed secure and
system configuration hardware that is needed by the SDSHW platform, and so is usable for our
demonstration.
We implemented a modified Cloud RTR implementation that has the changes to the loading
and slot definitions as previously described. The heart of this implementation is a modified version
of the static design that is presented by Cloud RTR. The modifications that we made to this system
were to implement loading of modules internally by the FPGA, implementing a proxy system for
access-control to the secure storage and changing the definition of slots to support secure storage
and privileged resource access.

5.4.1

Secure Slots

In our modified version of Cloud RTR, there are still reconfigurable slots that are used for
dynamic modules, but now there are multiple classes of slots. Essentially, we have the vanilla
slots of Cloud RTR that do not provide any security properties, ‘secure’ slots that implement the
changes we have outlined in this chapter, and ‘privileged’ slots, which are secure slots that have
access to sensitive resources, such as full CPU memory space access. We note that upgrading a
vanilla Cloud RTR slot into a secure slot does not remove any functionality, so we upgrade all slots
to secure slots in our implementation. Not all applications can or should need access to privileged
resources, however, so we only provide a limited number of privileged slots, which are connected
to the system’s DRAM controller.
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This slots are physically isolated in the static design and floorplanned to be separate from other
logic such that sensitive wires are unlikely to be route through these slots. After performing place
and route on the design, we verified that this was the case, as the other static logic outside of the
slots is not complicated, and so does not required abnormal wire routing to be performed.

5.4.2

Secure Storage Proxy

As the slots need access to the secure storage, there are ports in the slot interface that modules
can use for reads and writes. However, modules should not be able to access all stored data, as
they are not trusted to control the FPGA. Therefore, we implement a simple proxy subsystem of
the loading logic. When the logic loads a module into a slot, it provides this information to the
proxy in the form of the slot number and the SHA512 hash of the module. When any module is
loaded, the proxy will partition the data they store, and only allow reads or writes to the storage
area corresponding to the hash. This allows for modules to still store data, but not access other data
for modules or hardware in the static design. We implemented these features by simply extending
the secure storage system that was implemented for SDSHW in Chapter 4.

5.4.3

Secure Loading

To be able to load reconfigurable modules without compromising the security of SDSHW, these
modules need to be loaded directly by the FPGA into the correct slots. Therefore, we implemented
a simple subsystem of the static secure hardware using the Microblaze soft CPU that interfaces
with the FPGA’s ICAP logic. The Microblaze CPU then exposes an API to the CPU to allow for
modules to be queued for loading, along with metadata indicated the modules requirements (e.g.,
is a persistent module, is a privileged module, signatures). All modules are hashed as they are
loaded, and this hash and the slot the module was loaded into is passed to the storage proxy as
described.
There is a security problem when loading the bitstream, however, in that the logic does not
know where the bitstream for a module is destined without other information. The ICAP logic
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will load it into the correct place, but the Microblaze subsystem cannot parse the bitstream, as its
format is proprietary. However, Cloud RTR already requires the module and its slot information
to be signed by the cloud compiler. To address this vulnerability, we verify this signature in the
loading logic to ensure that the Cloud RTR system has compiled the bitstream for the slot that it is
being loading into. In addition, if the module is specified to be privileged, it also must be signed
by a key in a whitelisted set of keys that represent trusted module sources.
We combine all of these modifications into a single bitstream that we run on our test device.
The device is provisioned with SDSHW to provide the security properties that are needed by the
secure slots, and we use this bitstream for implementing applications described in our evaluation.

5.5

Evaluation

To prove that our vision of user space secure hardware is both possible and practical, we implemented a proof-of-concept application that uses our system. We then evaluate the performance of
this application to determine the tradeoffs an application developer must be aware of when using
the FPGA, and use it to determine the throughput for reconfiguring the FPGA using the ICAP.
This application is an implementation of a real-world private set intersection service, similar to the
contact discovery designed for SGX by Signal. This system allows for an encrypted list of contacts
to be uploaded and compared to a database of contacts without exposing the uploaded list. In the
following sections we describe how this application works in detail and present benchmarks of its
performance compared to a software implementation.

5.5.1

Contact Discovery Performance

For our proof-of-concept application, we extend our private set intersection experiment from
the previous chapter to implement a functional system similar to an existing service. The encrypted messaging service Signal allows users to exchange messages without the service provider
having any information on the communication other than the knowledge of the total set of Signal
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users [123]. However, in order to discover other users, a new user must match their set of contacts
against the database of users help by Signal, which is performed by Signal in the cloud and is
stored as a list of phone number hashes. To improve user privacy, Signal has implemented this
contact discovery service in SGX so that users can upload their contacts in an encrypted form and
have them matched against the database without directly exposing this list to Signal. This service is open-sourced, so any user can verify that the correct code is running using SGX’s remote
attestation system.
We have implemented a similar system that is executed in a secure reconfigurable module. An
application will include this module and load it into the FPGA using the internal reconfiguration
system, just as with the previous application. The application maintains two lists of contacts: one
for the user’s uploaded contact list and one for a portion of the database. To use the hardware, a user
encrypts and uploads a list of phone number SHA512 (Signal contacts are phone numbers). These
encrypted hashes are passed to the hardware, which decrypts them using a secret in the secure
storage and appends them to the contact list. The software application then provides portions of the
database to the hardware in batches, where the hardware matches them against all of the contacts
in the list and indicates which in the batch match. This is performed until the entire database has
been passed through the hardware.
We compare the performance of this hardware with an alternative implementation implemented
in C++ and executed on the coupled ARM processor CPU. The results are shown in Figures 5.6
and 5.7. As can be seen, the performance of the FPGA implementation is approximately 30 times
slower that the software implementation, and this relationship is maintained as the size of the
database increases. However, the time to determine a match between a database item and a contact
is constant, and is only approximately 20 times slower in the FPGA. This shows that the primary
bottleneck to using the FPGA is passing data between the CPU and the FPGA, and is consistent
to results found in Chapter 3. Results for this proof-of-concept could be improved with a more
sophisticated data-passing model, as was done in that chapter. This evaluation does not attempt to
make a performance argument, however. The goal is to present this tradeoff to developers, so that
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Figure 5.6: Contact Discovert Overall Performance The performance of the contact discovery
application, including loading of the database into the FPGA. The FPGA is approximately 30x
slower than the ARM CPU, but the two implementations follow the same scaling patterns as the
size of the database is increased.
they are aware of the basic design tradeoffs of performance vs. programmability that are required
to use our system. A more complex application design that transfers less data into the FPGA and
uses more data-parallelism in the FPGA would likely achieve better results.
The results of an alternative implementation are presented in Figure 5.8. In this implementation, the database is stored in FPGA memory, and the contacts are loaded in for each user. This
implementation takes advantage of more parallelism of the FPGA, but is limited by the amount of
memory available in the FPGA to store the database. Because of this, our experiment was limited to
a database that can have 7500 contacts at most. As shown from the data, the FPGA’s performance
time is initially higher, but increases at a much lower rate than the CPU. With more available
FPGA memory (e.g., streaming directly from system memory), or by using a different database
storage design (e.g., using SHA256 instead of SHA512), this memory limit can be mitigated. The
performance of the FPGA would then surpass that of the ARM CPU’s for larger database sizes.
This would be ideal for Signal, as their database of users would likely be in the millions [126].
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Figure 5.7: Contact Discovery Intersection Performance The performance of the contact discovery application when only considering the performance of the set intersection of the database
and the uploaded contacts. The FPGA is approximately 20x slower than the ARM CPU, but is consistent with all database sizes, as this measures the time to check one item in the database against
the uploaded contacts list.

5.5.2

ICAP Benchmark

We used these two implementations to benchmark the ICAP’s reconfiguration performance.
The FPGA static design that we used for these experiments contains a reconfigurable slot, and
both designs for synthesized to be partial bitstreams. Using these bitstreams, we used a C++
program to write them to the ICAP. The reconfigurable slot is approximately 50% of our device’s
available logic, so as to provide the needed memory resources to the second contact discovery
implementation.
The resulting partial bitstreams are 12 MB in size – any hardware module that is compiled for
a particular slot will be the same size as any other module, as the bitstream needs to configure the
entire area of the slot, no matter how much of it is actually utilized. After running our benchmark
for 100 trials, we determined that the ICAP can reconfigure this area in roughly 68.2 seconds,
achieving an average throughput of 173.4 KB/s with a standard deviation of 1.223 KB/s.
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Figure 5.8: Contact Discovery With Pre-loaded Database The performance of the contact discovery application when the database is already loaded into the FPGA. For small database sizes,
the software implementations is faster than the FGPA, but as the data size increases, the FPGA
intersection time remains constant, but the software time increases.
Based on this performance, the ICAP will likely not be able to handle reconfigurations that
happen too often. Slots in devices implementing user space hardware are likely to be smaller
so as to increase the sharing of the FPGA, but the time slicing of the FPGA cannot achieve the
rate of software at this time. For this reason, the ICAP reconfiguration logic of user space secure
hardware will need to enforce more strict rate-limiting and minimum residence time for modules
(i.e., modules will be allowed to stay in the FPGA for at least a certain amount of time before
being at risk of preemption). This does limit the total number of modules that can practically
share the FPGA, but we do not expect this to be problematic. As discussed in Chapter 3, not
all applications are expected to want to include their own custom hardware. We expect the same
for secure hardware, and the slot system of Cloud RTR that user space secure hardware uses can
only support as many concurrent applications as there are slots, which will calibrated for the most
optimal size for each device by the system provisioners and application developers.
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5.6

Security Analysis

The stated goals of this dissertation were to provide a means for secure hardware to be used as
a software resource and to ensure that this hardware maintains the same threat model as traditional
secure hardware. In this chapter, we have combined the systems from the previous chapters to meet
this goal. However, we have not proven that the threat model described in Chapter 2 is maintained.
In fact, there are a number of additional threat vectors that are created by our system that must be
examined.
Our analysis focuses on the two properties of secure hardware that we have identified, fixed
functionality and isolation. As secure hardware derives its protections against the rest of the system
and physical adversaries from these properties, if we can show that we still provide these properties
then we will also provide the same threat model.

5.6.1

Fixed Functionality

This property results from the fact that when an application is implemented as a physical digital
circuit in silicon, the functionality of the chip cannot be practically be changed. This means that so
long as the chip is powered, this functionality will perform the same as when it was manufactured.
However, if the hardware can be changed, i.e., if the FPGA used to execute this hardware can be
reprogrammed, we lose this property, as the functionality of the original bitstream is changed.
We do not claim that FPGAs do not operate in this manner; this functionality is the exact reason
we need to use an FPGA. Instead, we claim that this property can be provided to a developer by
ensuring that the hardware loaded into the FPGA always provides its function while it is loaded.
We argue that this claim does not need to be maintained at all times universally, and that it only
matters to applications if the hardware functionality is executing when the application is expecting
it to. Therefore, we claim that any hardware in the FPGA that is running using our system provides
this property so long as it is still running.
For static hardware in vanilla SDSHW, this means that the hardware provides this property so
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long as the bitstream is running, and if an update is provided, this means that the functionality has
changed, not the property itself. These properties hold so long as the update mechanism cannot be
subverted by an adversary. This means that the update authorization enforced by the hardware must
be sufficient to prevent this from occurring. Requiring a signature to be verified over the update
should be required at minimum, but some form of local authorization should be required, such as
the input of a PIN from a user or the pressing of a physical button. This prevents the compromise
of the key from compromising the secure hardware, as local authorization would still be required.
However, for secure hardware that is loaded dynamically, these same properties are more difficult to provide. This is because changing the running hardware module is the intended purpose of
this system and for an application to rely on this property, the hardware must not be unloaded until
the application is ready for it to be unloaded. In theory, the application designers could encode the
times they expect the hardware to be running in the configuration metadata (e.g., always running
in the background, running when the application is running), but these conditions are difficult to
verify. For example, if an application requires a module to always be running when the application
is executing, the hardware can load the module on request, but cannot tell if the application is running since this is controlled by the operating system, which is untrusted. This could be solved by
requiring all hardware modules to be persistent, but this greatly reduces the sharing potential of the
FPGA. Instead, we present the option for authorization to be required for configuration, especially
if the reconfiguration requires for a currently running application to be unloaded. This authorization request is presented to the user, and can be performed with a PIN entry, or preferably, a trusted
input directly to the FPGA. For example, the internal reconfiguration logic can be updated to require such an authorization when a reconfiguration would overwrite an existing module, and a user
would press a physical button on a device to approve the reconfiguration. Such physical interfaces
are already manufactured into existing devices, and can easily be made to be trusted inputs for the
FPGA, and we implement this as an optional step for authentication in our reconfiguration logic.
However, for a cloud situation where there is no user to press a physical button, a different
solution is needed. In this case, we can implement time slicing of slots that are contended, meaning
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that no single hardware application can use them exclusively. This requires more in-depth design
of our reconfiguration logic and the applications themselves, but is achievable. To support this, a
hardware application will provide the minimum execution time it needs for a cycle along with the
preemption time required by the preemption system we described. If contention for the running
slot occurs, then the application will be allowed to run for its execution cycle and then signaled to
be unloaded, where it has opportunity to unload its state. After that, the slot is reprogrammed with
a new hardware that has the same information.
This means that all hardware has access to the slot in the face of contention. In addition, rate
limiting can be applied to contended slots to prevent a certain module from being starved. As the
hardware cannot tell absolutely if an application is executing, this is the only way to ensure that a
hardware module is running when the application needs it. Rate limiting is important, however, as
this contention over the slots will greatly decrease the system’s performance. In addition, since the
hardware cannot tell if an application has exited, these hardware modules need to be keep being
time-sliced until the FPGA reboots or receives a new signal. The hardware applications themselves
can signal they are finished after receiving a remote message or after they have complete their task
however.
These properties are enforced by the FPGA’s static configuration, but this configuration can
only be trusted if the secure fixed hardware has been properly configured and if this hardware does
not have any vulnerabilities. The provisioning step required to establish SDSHW ensures that the
system is configured properly. For our test device, this means generating a secure boot keypair,
programming this key to the secure boot one-time programmable configuration registers, setting
the bits in this configuration to require all boots to be signed by this key. The provisioning step
then signs a single configuration that is provided as the initial hardware and boot software. This
is the only software that can be booted by the device, assuming the key was generated securely
and not exfiltrated during the provisioning process. This software then disables the reconfiguration
and debug systems of the CPU to prevent observation and reprogramming of the FPGA. For our
device, the secure boot system verifies a 4096-bit RSA signature of the booted software at each
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boot, using a key that is stored as a Keccak-384 hash in its configuration (the full key is provided
as part of the boot file). Assuming this cryptography cannot be broken and is performed correctly
and consistently, the secure boot system itself operates as designed.
So long as the system provisioner performed these steps faithfully, fixed functionality can be
provided. In essence, SDSHW and by extension, user space secure hardware, relies on the FPGA
being provisioned into a secure state.

5.6.2

Fixed Isolation

The isolation properties of user space secure hardware are provided in part by disabling debug
and reconfiguration access by the CPU, but also by designing the static bitstream and slots correctly. For vanilla SDSHW, simply disabling external access is all that is required for this property,
as there is no other way to change the FPGA state without going through these ports connected to
the CPU in our device. So long as the booted software that is loaded by secure boot disables these
ports after the trusted FPGA configuration is loaded, they will never be available to compromise
this property.
For user space secure hardware, however, the fact that hardware can be changed at any time
meant that we had to allow for hardware that is not part of the trusted static configuration. Therefore, to maintain this property for all static hardware and all potential hardware modules, these
modules must not be able to observe the rest of the FPGA. We have therefore designed the slots so
that each reconfigurable region is an isolated sandbox with only certain interfaces to access secure
storage and data exchange with the CPU. The assumption is that once defined in this manner, the
hardware loaded into the modules cannot change the wire routing, and so is trapped. This assumption holds so long as hardware cannot be designed to ‘glitch’ the FPGA somehow to cause wires
to be connected that were not intended. To our knowledge, this is not possible, but it has not be
studied by research. We leave further exploration of this subject to future work. However, short of
being able to change the FPGA’s running configuration maliciously, any hardware in the reconfigurable slots will be isolated from other hardware in the FPGA, thus providing fixed isolation.
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Chapter 6
Discussion, Future Work and Conclusion
In this dissertation, we have presented our vision of user space secure hardware and provided
an implementation with complete example applications. Not only does our vision solve a problem facing developers today, in the fact that they cannot always have access to the secure silicon
features they need, but it can be directly implemented on existing devices. Here we discuss the implications of our system and what future work needs to be done for all of the various components.

6.1

Discussion

Implications
With our system, applications are able to create their own implementations of hardware systems
that do not require the development and manufacture of new silicon. Furthermore, we can provide
the same security properties for this hardware as if it was implemented in silicon. This provides
many new avenues for applications to be implemented on, as it not only allows for them to design
their own custom accelerators, but allows for them to process private data and perform secret
computation that is application-specific, and protected from the rest of the system. This means that
applications can perform any computation using our system and be safe from any exploit of the
operating system or even from a physical adversary that can replace arbitrary parts of the system.
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The clearest benefit to consumer devices is protection from theft. For example, if our system
is run on a smartphone, applications can store and process data in a secure hardware module when
the application needs to use it. If the device is stolen, even if the operating system protections
are bypassed, this data cannot be accessed and the computation provided by the secure hardware
modules cannot be changed. This is especially useful for defending against state-level threats,
as these actors, such as government and law enforcement agencies, have the ability to compel
software and hardware manufactures to disable protections. By provisioning the system the way
we do, there is no party external to the device that can be compelled to disable protections. Statelevel actors instead will need to use their compulsion powers on users of devices directly.
Assumptions and Threats
Our system also relies on both a correct provisioning process provided by the system provisioner and for the hardware itself to not have any vulnerabilities. In addition, applications need
to be compiled and delivered faithfully to devices by the application distributor. We show these
trust relationships in our trust model, and these are the same as current hardware. However, in our
system, this trust model only needs to be maintained by each party at one time, e.g., at provision
time or when the application is compiled.
Some of these stages are difficult to audit, such as ensuring that the hardware was manufactured
correctly or that the system was provisioned securely. However the compilation results of the
cloud compiler are simple for a developer to verify so long as the static design is open source.
The purpose of the cloud compiler is to compile hardware for all different platform versions for
different apps and to recompile when new versions are released, but if these designs are known,
any single compilation result can be independently verified. However, all of the trust relationships
in the trust model are one-time relationships, even if they cannot be audited. The system is secure
so long as these parties can be trusted at the time they perform their required actions.
The primary technologic threats are related to how hardware is updated and if the properties
of secure hardware can be circumvented. The SDSHW platform provides a means for hardware to
be updated by the developers if they chose, but if the developers implement it incorrectly or use a
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weak authentication system, then an adversary can cause a malicious update to be accepted. We
do not require a certain set of requirements for the implementation of an update mechanism, but
we have provided suggestions to reduce the risk of the update mechanism being abused.
Essentially, this advice can be summarized as requiring authorization for an update by the
party that is using the system. For personal devices, these would mean requiring both the user
and the application developer to provide some sort of authorization, such as by pushing a physical
button and signing the update respectively. In the case of a cloud application, the developer can
implement a remote attestation system in their application that requires authorization from the
developer directly before the update will be accepted. The goal of these schemes is to prevent
the hardware from being updated without knowledge of the application user, as this violates the
property of fixed functionality, as the hardware will be executing a function that is not what is
expected by the application. Updates are allowable, but the application user needs to be aware of
when updates occur in order for this property to be maintained.

6.2

Future Work

There are still features to be implemented for all three systems we present: Cloud RTR,
SDSHW, and the complete user space secure hardware system. We would also like to explore
more applications for each of these systems to determine different usage models.

6.2.1

Cloud RTR

There are several avenues for future work in Cloud RTR. Since we did not explore the possibility of using FPGAs to achieve power savings in devices, this topic is open to be explored.
Prior research has suggested that offloading computation to the FPGA and disabling high-powered
systems can reduce the overall system draw in certain situations and is worth exploring. We would
also like to demonstrate the Cloud RTR system for other vendors and device usage contexts, such
as Altera FPGAs and use cases in data centers.
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6.2.2

SDSHW

There are several avenues for future work for SDSHW as well. We implemented several example applications, but we did not implement all of the possible secure hardware features that
we identified. Implementing these features would make SDSHW more practical for developers,
as developers could use them directly as libraries. In addition, there are a number of hardware
enhancements that we identified in Chapter 4 that we would like to have added to future devices.
We would also like to interact with silicon manufacturers to see if these features could be added
to augment the fixed hardware in FPGA systems so that implementing the SDSHW platform is
less complex. This includes allowing the FPGA direct access to the secure hardware, having a
dedicated storage device accessible only to the FPGA, and possibly even making the FPGA the
master of the system to allow for the coupled CPU to be used for secure computations.

6.2.3

User Space Secure Hardware

Besides the future work that is available for the Cloud RTR and SDSHW components, there are
several avenues that can be pursued for the overall vision. More applications beyond a proof-ofconcept should be explored to further explore its potential. Work also needs to be done to determine
how much interference a reconfigurable module can cause on the rest of a running FPGA bitstream,
or if it can read private data. If such interference is impossible, some of the isolation requirements
on reconfigurable slots we proposed will not be necessary. However, if it is possible, the amount
of isolation that is needed between different FPGA modules will need to be determined and our
isolation efforts will be updated with this information.
We would also like to explore better models for application-hardware communication. In the
current implementation of user space secure hardware, applications have a strong assumption that
the correct hardware is running and are given a a communication channel directly with it by the
operating system. However, the hardware has no guarantee that the software that originally loaded
the hardware is still running in the operating system. If this hardware provides some sort of secure
function for an application, it may be desirable to ensure that only this application can receive
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the output. Currently, there is no way for the FPGA to determine what software is running on the
CPU. We would like to explore a possible method to establish such a secure channel. Currently, the
operating system is trusted to provide it. It may be possible, however, for the FPGA to verify the
operating system that is running, and based on this, either have access to a list of running software
or some other way to verify the application that is interacting with it.

6.3

Conclusion

We have proven our vision of user space secure hardware in this dissertation. Our Cloud
RTR and SDSHW systems provide the building blocks to implement user space secure hardware,
namely by levering cloud compilation to allow for applications to provide their own hardware and
self-provisioning to ensure that an FPGA is securely configured. By combining these solutions,
we are able to achieve our vision by having the FPGA take control of configuration, thus making
Cloud RTR compatible with SDSHW.
The resulting solution, user space secure hardware, demonstrates that our vision is possible.
Furthermore, we demonstrate it using existing hardware, meaning that it can be practically realized
today. We have enabled developers to design their own secure hardware and access it from their
software applications as a user space resource when run on a provisioned device.
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